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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
OPTIMUM DESIGN OF AXIAL FLUX PM MACHINES BASED ON
ELECTROMAGNETIC 3D FEA
Axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) machines have recently attracted signifi-
cant attention due to several reasons, such as their specific form factor, potentially
higher torque density and lower losses, feasibility of increasing the number of poles,
and facilitating innovative machine structures for emerging applications. One such
machine design, which has promising, high efficiency particularly at higher speeds,
is of the coreless AFPM type and has been studied in the dissertation together with
more conventional AFPM topologies that employ a ferromagnetic core.
A challenge in designing coreless AFPM machines is estimating the eddy current
losses. This work proposes a new hybrid analytical and numerical finite element (FE)
based method for calculating ac eddy current losses in windings and demonstrates
its applicability for axial flux electric machines. The method takes into account 3D
field effects in order to achieve accurate results and yet greatly reduce computational
efforts. It is also shown that hybrid methods based on 2D FE models, which require
semi-empirical correction factors, may over-estimate the eddy current losses. The
new 3D FE-based method is advantageous as it employs minimum simplifications
and considers the end turns in the eddy current path, the magnetic flux density
variation along the effective length of coils, and the field fringing and leakage, which
ultimately increases the accuracy of simulations.
After exemplifying the practice and benefits of employing a combined design of
experiments and response surface methodology for the comparative design of coreless
and conventional AFPM machines with cores, an innovative approach is proposed for
integrated design, prototyping, and testing efforts. It is shown that extensive sensi-
tivity analysis can be utilized to systematically study the manufacturing tolerances
and identify whether the causes for out of specification performance are detectable.
The electromagnetic flux path in AFPM machines is substantially 3D and cannot
be satisfactorily analyzed through simplified 2D simulations, requiring laborious 3D
models for performance prediction. The use of computationally expensive 3D models
becomes even more challenging for optimal design studies, in which case, thousands
of candidate design evaluations are required, making the conventional approaches im-
practical. In this dissertation a new two-level surrogate assisted differential evolution
multi-objective optimization algorithm (SAMODE) is developed in order to optimally
and accurately design the electric machine with a minimum number of expensive 3D
design evaluations.
The developed surrogate assisted optimization algorithm is used to comparatively
and systematically design several AFPM machines. The studies include exploring the
effects of pole count on the machine performance and cost limits, and the systematic
comparison of optimally designed single-sided and double-sided AFPM machines. For
the case studies, the new optimization algorithm reduced the required number of FEA
design evaluations from thousands to less than two hundred.
The new methods, developed and presented in the dissertation, maybe directly
applicable or extended to a wide class of electrical machines and in particular to
those of the PM-excited synchronous type. The benefits of the new eddy current loss
calculation and of the optimization method are mostly relevant and significant for
electrical machines with a rather complicated magnetic flux path, such is the case
of axial flux and of transvers flux topologies, which are a main subject of current
research in the field worldwide.
KEYWORDS: Axial flux permanent magnet, electric machines, eddy current losses,
optimization, 3D finite element analysis, kriging meta-model.
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Electric machines are increasingly employed in industrial and household appli-
cations, such that approximately half of the electrical energy worldwide is being
consumed by electric machines. Moreover, new technological trends, such as electric
vehicles and wind turbines, specify new requirements that open up an advanced realm
for electric machine designers to explore and improve upon. Among the recent ad-
vancements and requirements are: the use of permanent magnets (PM) in synchronous
machines for field excitation or assisting the excitation which requires special care to
avoid demagnetization and thermal issues related to magnets, speed range extension
without employing larger inverter ratings, optimally designing the machine that is
cost and performance competitive, taking multi-physics specifications of the electric
machine into account in design optimization process such as electromagnetic, me-
chanical and thermal properties, designing motors that can operate efficiently for an
entire driving cycle, and reducing the noise and cost.
Increasing the environmental concerns and considering the abundant application
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of electric machines have raised the importance of designing efficient machines. From
customer and manufacturer point of view minimum cost is also among the most im-
portant design considerations. The designer needs to take these two counteracting
factors, i.e., efficiency and cost, into account in addition to the performance require-
ments that ensure an applicable design. Moreover, deigning an electric machine is
inherently a complicated task with many interacting factors and variables. These
make a multi-objective optimization approach an absolute necessity for the successful
design of electric machines.
Among the many varieties of electric machines, this dissertation is focused on the
axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) synchronous types which are acclaimed for
their high efficiency, torque density, and compact structure. Such machines are also
referred to as disc- or pancake-shape machines due to the flat shape of rotor and
stator. Common radial flux machines include cylindrical and concentric rotor and
stator. As shown in Fig. 1.1, in the case of AFPM machines windings are placed
such that their active part is oriented along the radial direction. The field excitation
magnets are placed on the rotor such that the air-gap flux flows in the axial direction.
This is contrary to the more common radial flux PM machine structures where the
rotational movement is obtained by magnetizing the PMs in the radial direction and
placing the conductors along the axial direction. Manufactured PM machines are
exemplified in Fig. 1.2.
The magnetic flux for an AFPM machine in the air-gap flows in the axial di-
rection, while in the rotor and stator core the magnetic flux is in both axial and




Figure 1.1: Schematic general radial and axial flux PM machines: (a) exploded view
and (b) assembled view of a model radial flux machine, (c) exploded view and (d)
assembled view of a model axial flux machine.
tooth width variation in the radial direction makes the stator core in the inner diam-
eter prone to saturation. Two-dimensional or quasi-3D models cannot capture the





Figure 1.2: Example manufactured PM machines: (a) typical steps for manufacturing,
exemplified for a radial flux line-fed PM motor [1], (b) exploded view of a general-
purpose radial flux induction motor [1], and (c) and example 1 hp axial flux PM
machine [2].
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of computationally expensive 3D models for AFPM machines.
Generally, thousands of design evaluations are required to identify the optimum
designs. Therefore, the use of time-consuming 3D finite element analysis (FEA) mod-
els with conventional algorithms is simply unaffordable. One of the main contributions
of this dissertation is proposing a new two-level surrogate assisted differential evo-
lution multi-objective optimization. This algorithm reduces the required number of
FEA design evaluations from thousands to less than two hundred making employment
of accurate 3D FEA feasible.
This dissertation systematically addresses the 3D effects related to the perfor-
mance assessment of axial flux machines that are previously ignored or oversimplified.
Other examples of the challenges addressed, in addition to the proposed optimiza-
tion method, are calculating winding eddy current loss that is inherently difficult to
estimate, and winding factor calculation of coreless AFPM machines with minimum
simplifying assumptions.
1.2 Literature Review
The earliest electric machines were developed in the form of axial flux [3]. The first
working prototype of an axial flux machine recorded was M. Faraday’s disc (1831)
which was also reported in Nikola Tesla’s Patents [3, 4]. Until recently, high-volume
manufacturing methods and balancing of the stator and rotor magnetic attraction
forces, which are major challenges for AFPM, limited their development, such that
the radial flux is a dominant topology in practical implementations. The invention
of stronger rare-earth magnets in the mid 20th century, in addition to the attractive
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flat aspect ratio, high torque density and efficiency of AFPM machines have prepared
the way for these machine topologies to again draw the attention of the scientific
community for additional exploration and investment.
The two main structures of AFPM machines are single sided and double sided.
Single sided AFPM machine includes only one stator and one rotor disc as shown
in Fig. 1.1d. Double sided AFPM machine can be sub-categorized into single rotor
sandwiched between two stators, shown in Fig. 1.3a, and single stator sandwiched
between two rotors. The stator winding layout of the double rotor structure depends
on the magnets orientation; if the two magnet poles facing each other mounted on
opposing rotors are identical, configuration in Fig. 1.3b or 1.3c both can work. Such
AFPM machines are also known as NN (north-north) or SS (south-south) type [5].
If the magnets facing each other with opposite poles, NS (north-south) type, the
winding layout as shown in Fig. 1.3c is not practical. The NN and NS type AFPM
machiens are demonstrated in Fig. 1.4. In the case of NS AFPM machines, the
flux will not circumferentially flow through the stator. Therefore, the stator yoke
becomes electromagnetically dispensable and may be eliminated or be very thin. The
NS structure with eliminated stator yoke is referred to as yokeless and segmented
armature (YASA) machine [6, 7]. The YASA machine is studied in depth in chapter
5. The configuration shown in Fig. 1.3c is commonly referred to as the TORUS
machine [8]. Another classification of AFPM machines can be PM dc commutator
machines, PM brushless dc and synchronous machines, and induction machines [3].
Similar to radial PM excited machines, AFPM machines can be grouped into sur-
face mounted PM (SPM) machines with equal d- and q-axis inductance and interior
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.3: Varieties of double sided AFPM machines: (a) single-rotor double-stator,
(b) single-stator double rotor, and (c) single-stator double-rotor.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: (a) The NN- or SS-type AFPM machine configuration. The stator yoke is
necessary to provide the magnetic flux path. (b) The NS-type AFPM machine where
the stator yoke in the middle can be eliminated.
PM (IPM) machines with saliency causing Ld and Lq to vary. The SPM AFPM
machines are the dominant form mainly due to simplicity of the structure and man-
ufacturing [9, 10]. There is some attention toward spoke-type IPM AFPM structure
[11]. However, contrary to radial flux PM machines, v-type IPM is the least popular
form of AFPM machines [12]. This can be attributed to the manufacturing difficulties.
The main advantageous of AFPM machines can be listed as:
 different form factor that may best suit certain applications
 high efficiency [13–15]
 high torque density and compactness [15, 16]
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 possibility of machine structures that their radial counterparts are not easily
achievable, such as YASA [6, 7], TORUS [14], stackable multi-stator or multi-
rotor layout [17, 18], and coreless (also known as air-cored or air-wound) ma-
chines [19].
The main disadvantages of AFPM machines are [3]
 axial magnetic force that may cause difficulties in assembling the machine and
keeping the uniform axial air-gap
 manufacturing challenges, such as cutting slots in laminated cores and other
methods of making slotted stator cores
 higher cost.
The advantages and disadvantages of AFPM machines have been weighed against
each other in numerous applications including the disk spindle drives in computers
[20, 21], electric bicycles [22–24], airplanes [18, 25, 26], electric cars [19, 27, 28],
generators and wind turbines [29, 30], fans [31], etc.
The disc shape topology has opened up many possibilities for variants, where
their counterparts in the more conventional radial air-gap form involve a high degree
of mechanical complexity. Radial flux machines can be inner rotor and outer stator or
the other way around and they are rarely designed in multiple-stator or multiple-rotor
layouts. AFPM machines are stackable, meaning that with some modification even
after fabrication, by simply adding more discs of rotor and stator alternatively, the
power production can increase. This forms a multi-disc AFPM machine [18]. The
radial flux machines lack such flexibility. Other examples of innovative topologies
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of AFPM machines are the coreless machine also known as air-cored, air-wound, or
ironless machines [3] which are discussed in various chapters in this dissertation.
Main advantages of coreless machines can be listed as no stator core losses, lowest
rotor losses, high(est) efficiency throughout a wide speed range, virtually no cogging
and ripple torque, and low(est) noise. Disadvantages are high(est) cost because of
large PM quantity, high AC winding losses (special wire and windings such as Litz wire
is needed), heating of inner stators, ultra-low inductance (necessitating employment
of special electronics), and unsuitable for high-speed constant power operation.
The sizing equations and analytical approaches of designing AFPM machines have
been developed in earlier publications such as [8, 13, 32–34]. The more accurate nu-
merical methods, such as FEA have been used for performance estimation of AFPM
machines [8, 35] and simplifications such as qusi-3D methods are introduced to in-
crease the speed of numerical analysis while maintaining the accuracy, although only
to some extent [9, 36]. A short description of the differences between these methods
is explained below.
The fastest design performance estimation approach may be the analytical method
sizing equations, which includes overly simplifying assumptions, hence the results
usually have higher estimation errors. Two-dimensional FEA can be used which
includes an axial cut and unrolling of the AFPM machine to somewhat look like a
linear machine. The depth (third dimension of the 2D representation) of this linear
machine would be radial thickness of AFPM machine, i.e., inner diameter subtracted
from the outer diameter. In some cases 2D FEA may be reliable. For instance,
general coreless AFPM machines that have minimum 3D leakage and fringing, may
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be significantly accurately analyzed using 2D finite element methods. This is due to
elimination of stator teeth with varying saturation level and different radii. However,
more common AFPM machines, and particularly spoke-type AFPM machines, have
a strong variation in their electromagnetic properties at different radii and require
consideration of their 3D nature.
Quasi-3D methods can find a balance between accuracy of the estimation and
the speed. Using quasi-3-D modeling, the axial flux PM machine is segmented cir-
cumferentially at different diameters. Each segment is modeled in 2D, resulting in
several linear machines each representing the performance at a corresponding diam-
eter. The overall performance of the axial flux machine is obtained by summing the
performance of these individual linear machines. The approach can take different
magnet shapes and variation of tooth width in the direction of the machine radius
into account. However, it ignores the end turns leakage and fringing.
Three-dimensional FEA is the most accurate method which takes all aspects of
AFPM machine’s 3D nature into consideration. This method divides the geometry
into tetrahedral mesh elements and uses numerical methods to calculate the vector
potential of each node. Maxwell equations are used to obtain magnetic properties.
Shape functions are used to interpolate magnetic properties between the nodes. The
finer the meshes, the more accurate the results, which also increases the computational
cost and time.
Extensive literature review on more detailed aspects of designing AFPM machines
is distributed throughout this dissertation and included in each chapter. These include
methods for calculating eddy current losses in chapter 2, design methodologies in
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chapters 3 and 4, winding factor calculation in chapter 3, design considerations in
chapter 5, the emergence and evaluation of different configuration of AFPM machines
in chapter 5.
1.3 Research Objectives and Original Contribu-
tions
Statement of the problem:
The most accurate approach for modeling, and consequently estimating the per-
formance of AFPM machines is 3D FEA which is capable of capturing the radially
varying saturation in the teeth, leakage flux in end turns, 3D flux path and fringing
and variation of flux density and torque production capability in different diameters.
However, due to large mesh size (over 200,000 up to millions of tetrahedral mesh ele-
ments, depending on the machine size and design problem under study) the analysis
takes a significantly long time to solve, compared to more approximate methods.
To optimally design an electric machine, the use of optimization algorithms is
needed. Such algorithms require thousands of design evaluations before reaching to
the best design. Each design evaluation needs to be carried out by either one of
the approximate methods including analytical, 2D FEA, and quasi-3D, or by a more
accurate method such as 3D FEA. Approximate methods are faster although diminish
the confidence in achieving the best possible design and adversely impact the fidelity
and robustness of the final result, particularly in the case of AFPM machines. The
use of accurate 3D FEA is simply unaffordable by conventional optimization methods
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as evaluating thousands of 3D finite element models may take an unreasonable time.
Another issue specific to some machine design problems is the large search space.
This may be the case when for example the number of poles is added to optimization
variables. The best choice for the number of poles becomes more complicated due
to the freedom recently achieved through the emergence of wide band gap (WBG)
devices. WBG based motor drives have the capability of significantly increasing the
switching frequency. This enables using ultra-high polarity electric machines.
Increasing number of poles may achieve a higher power density (due to reduced
yoke thickness and end coils), however it can increase hysteresis and eddy current
losses. Larger rotor polarity requires a proportional increase in the number of sta-
tor slots and coils, which, for given main dimensions, may become too small to be
practically manufacturable. Furthermore, in such constructions, the slot width may
become comparable to the coil insulation width leading to very poor slot filling, in-
creased winding resistance and conductor losses. The best compromise between pros
and cons of the increased pole number is achieved in a balanced pole count, indicated
by the optimization algorithm.
Approach:
A challenge of optimally designing electric machines, particularly PM excited ma-
chines, arises when winding eddy current losses are considerable. In this dissertation
these ac winding loss components are calculated through a hybrid method that bridges
the gap between accurate time-consuming and approximate fast methods. The devel-
oped hybrid analytical/numerical estimation of winding eddy current losses takes 3D
effects into account and requires only a general crude 3D FEA. Employment of 3D
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FEA crude models within the optimization can be handled as explained in the follow-
ing paragraph. Therefore, inclusion of winding eddy current loss in the optimization
objectives and fitness functions is enabled.
The methods previously used for systematic design of electric machines are re-
introduced with novel applications. Examples are innovatively employing extensive
design of experiments and response surface methodologies for tracing the manufac-
turing tolerances, and application of design of experiments in assigning the reference
design and appropriate ranges of optimization variables.
A new optimization algorithm is developed. This algorithm is referred to as two-
level kriging surrogate assisted multi-objective optimization. The algorithm is capable
of noting the most promising designs and evaluating only such designs with 3D FEA
while thousands of designs are evaluated using a surrogate method, known as kriging
meta-model which can be viewed as a local interpolation method.
As a result of increased speed in the optimization process, larger design problems
can be solved. Examples of such design problems are including the number of poles
as a design variable, or stretching the variables range to be very wide. These would
generally require large number of design evaluations to ensure global optimization as
the exploration of the best design needs to be done in a larger search space. With
the overall faster method achieved, such extensions are feasible.
Due to enhancements in WBG based motor drives, higher polarity machines are
becoming more and more attractive. The manufacturing issues associated with higher
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.5: (a) Two machine topolgies can be considered in order to utilize the ad-
vantages enabled by WBG devices: coreless machine for higher speed and MAGNUS
machine for lower speed applications. (b) Examples of axial flux machines, power
electronics and controls illustrating the best practices of employing WBG devices for
motor drives.
polarity machines in a given diameter, such as saturated teeth and reduced coil cross-
sectional area can be handled by innovative machine topologies such as flux modu-
lation or vernier machines, referred to as MAGNUS, and coreless AFPM machines.
Figure. 1.5 represents the application of such machine structures with WBG based
drives. A coreless machine eliminates stator core and consequently removes tooth
saturation and core loss issues. A MAGNUS machine emplys smaller number of slots
and still has a high performance with high polarity due to flux modulation principles.
Contributions to axial flux version of MAGNUS machines are made, for example in
[37–39], however, they are not included in the dissertation. Coreless machines are
studied in detail in several sections of the dissertation.
Other contributions:
Some other detailed aspects of design and performance evaluation of APFM ma-
chines have been addressed. These include:
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 developments on AFPM coreless machine design for traction application (such
as comparison with conventional AFPM, speed range extension, etc.)
 systematically exploring the limits of efficiency and cost and the effect of pole
count on fractional hp AFPM machines
 establishing the guidelines for design areas where single rotor or double rotor
AFPM machine is the best choice
 introducing a systematic approach for selecting the ideal design as a post-
processing step of multi-objective optimizations
 accurate winding factor calculation for coreless AFPM machines
1.4 Dissertation Outline
In order to address the accurate and systematic design and performance estimation
of AFPM machines the following chapters have been included.
Chapter 2 proposes a method for calculating eddy current losses taking 3D effects
into account. This hybrid analytical/numerical approach is a trade-off between speed
and accuracy and can be used for optimization purposes. Chapter 3 discusses system-
atic application of design of experiments (DOE) and response surface methodology
(RSM) in designing AFPM machines. A new approach of appropriating the informa-
tion provided by RSM and extensive sensitivity analyses is proposed. This method
can be used for narrowing down the possible out of specifications tolerances due to
processes involved in manufacturing. The newly developed optimization algorithm is
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proposed and elaborated in chapter 4. Two AFPM machine cases studies are included
to compare the results of this method with more conventional differential evolution
algorithm. In chapter 5, two more complicated case studies are included exhibit-
ing the systematic design approach achieved through employing the new algorithm.
Conclusions, and future works are provided in Chapter 6.
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A New Hybrid Method for
Three-Dimensional Calculation of
Winding Eddy Current Losses
This chapter explores different methods of estimating the additional ac winding
loss due to eddy currents for AFPM machines and proposes a new hybrid analytical
and numerical FE-based method, demonstrating its applicability for axial flux electric
machines. The method takes into account 3D field effects in order to achieve accurate
results and yet greatly reduce computational efforts.
A comparative study of 2D and 3D FEA, and hybrid numerical and analytical
methods is performed. The case study AFPM machines include a machine with open
slots and a coreless configuration. These machine topologies are expected to present
a substantial amount of ac winding loss, which would therefore need to be considered
during optimal design. This chapter also includes other discussions relevant to the
subject matter such as the selection of the number of turns, the effect of the conductor
cross section shape, the placement of each turn for the two machines under study, and
the meshing of the turns for FEA based methods. Further, a measurement method
for additional open-circuit winding losses is proposed.
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2.1 Introduction
The eddy currents are the result of exposure to alternating magnetic field and
cause additional copper loss and temperature rise. The alternating magnetic field
can be due to the ac current inside the same conductor (skin effect), or the ac current
flowing in the adjacent conductors (proximity effect). In case of a permanent magnet
(PM) excited electric machine, the magnetic field causing eddy currents may also be
due to the leakage flux of the rotor PMs passing over the stator coils (open circuit
copper loss). This third source of ac copper loss is discussed far less frequently in
literature while it can be more significant than the proximity losses [54, 55], especially
where frequency is not very high. The open-circuit copper loss is sometimes integrated
with the proximity loss [56].
Analytical and numerical methods for estimating such ac winding losses have been
previously developed and published, e.g. [54, 57–63]. Analytical methods are more
straightforward to use, but typically employ many simplifying assumptions, leading
to approximate results. Numerical techniques, such as finite element analysis (FEA),
may be more accurate with the downside of a laborious set-up process and substantial
computer resource requirements. Two–dimensional FEA is used in many studies [64–
67] while 3D FEA has been employed only very recently in few works [56, 68].
In order to bridge the gap, hybrid methods have been proposed [69–71]. These
methods generally employ the 2D FEA calculated flux density in one coil cross section
in order to provide a trade-off between accuracy and computational speed. However,
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due to end effects, flux leakage and fringing, the flux density observed by the wind-
ing in different cross sections may not be identical and hence employing a 2D FEA
model may not suffice. For machines with considerable flux leakage at the ends, hy-
brid methods that utilize 2D FE models can overestimate the losses. Additionally,
the accuracy is negatively affected because 2D models cannot take into account the
end path of the eddy currents. The possible problems associated with sampling the
flux density from a 2D FE model are discussed in more detail later in the chapter.
Furthermore, it should be noted that electrical machines, such as those of the axial
flux type, in which the flux density in the slots and winding conductors vary both in
the axial and radial directions, have a substantially three dimensional magnetic flux
path and require adequate 3D FE models.
In this chapter a new hybrid method with minimal simplifying assumptions is
proposed. The analytical formulation is derived and the results are compared with
meticulous 3D FEA with the windings modeled in detail and wire-by-wire. The
method is illustrated on example axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) machines
with concentrated coils around the teeth and open slots, and with a coreless stator
structure, respectively.
This chapter further contributes to the subject matter by studying AFPM ma-
chines and comparing hybrid numerical and analytical, 2D and 3D FEA approaches
of calculating additional ac conductor loss. The comparison of quicker and less ac-
curate methods with meticulous 3D FEA results is especially important for AFPM
machines as the 2D models for such machines may be overly simplified considering
the 3D flux linkage and leakage flux paths. The case studies include two topologies
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where significant values of additional copper loss due to the magnet flux is expected,
namely, open slot and air cored PM machines. This chapter also proposes a novel
measurement approach which is then employed to validate the 3D FEA calculations.
2.2 Eddy Loss Calculation Methods
2.2.1 Analytical Method
The analytical methods for calculating eddy current loss, Peddy, have been at-









where R is the resistance and φ is the magnetic flux seen by the conductors. It can
be shown that for a machine with Nc coil sides with the length of `, Nt turns per
coil with circular cross section as shown in Fig. 2.1a, and Ns strands per turn with
diameter of d, assuming no magnet flux leakage on the end coils and all of the coil
region exposed to a space uniform flux density of Ba varying sinusoially in time, the







where ω is the electrical angular speed and σ is the conductivity of the coil. Similarly,










Figure 2.1: Illustration of wires with circular and rectangular cross section.
where Baz and Baφ are the axial, in z direction, and tangential, in φ direction, com-
ponent of the flux density as shown in Fig. 2.1b. The assumption of uniform Ba in
many cases is not accurate due to skin effect, larger leakage flux at the top of the
slots, circulating currents in parallel conductors, etc. The accuracy of simple calcula-
tions such as (2.2) and (2.3), varies for different machine structures. For example, in
machines where conductors are placed in slots, each turn experiences a different flux
density such that the conductors closer to the slot opening cause the majority of the
losses and the calculations need to be performed individually and then integrated.
Also, if the conductor diameter is significantly larger than skin depth, the variation
of Ba inside each turn is considerable.
2.2.2 Numerical Methods
Two- and three-dimensional FEA models can be used to estimate the ac winding
losses. Two-dimensional FEA is easier to set up and is faster, making it particularly
suitable for large-scale parametric and optimization studies. However, a major disad-
vantage is that it cannot take into account the variations in the third dimension. On
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the other hand, three-dimensional models can take end effects and 3D flux paths into
account, but have the drawbacks of being laborious to set up and computationally
expensive.
It is possible to model the coils in detail, in a turn-by-turn and wire-by-wire
approach in order to numerically calculate the ac winding losses. However, this is a
complicated task, difficult to parametrize and to employ in an optimization algorithm.
The winding ac loss estimation requires fine meshing according to the skin depth,
while the flux density can be estimated with a more coarse mesh.
Four types of geometries employed for the FEA modeling of the example slotted
AFPM machine studied are shown in Fig. 2.2. These include 2D and 3D models with
a general large equivalent single turn coil, Figs 2.2a and 2.2c, and detailed turn-by-
turn models of the conductors, Figs. 2.2b and 2.2d.
Electric machines are more commonly modeled with one equivalent turn, as shown
in Figs 2.2a and 2.2c. To obtain the eddy current losses directly from the available
commercial FEA software, detailed models such as the ones shown in Figs 2.2b and
2.2d are requires. Hybrid method for calculating winding eddy current losses, which
will be discussed in the next part, can use only a general model.
If all the conductors are modeled and meshed correctly considering the skin depth,
the mesh size would be very large (over 8 million elements in the case studies con-
sidered here). This necessitates use of high performance computing (HPC) systems
and supercomputers. Another approach could be to fine mesh only the turns that
cause the majority of the losses. For instance, as it will be shown, for the open-slot




Figure 2.2: The geometries employed for the FE models of the case study open slot
AFPM machine. (a) Simplified 3D model, (b) 3D model with turn-by-turn repre-
sentation, (c) simplified 2D model, and (d) 2D model with detailed turn-by-turn
representation of the wire conductors.
Therefore, the rest of the turns can be meshed coarsely.
2.2.3 Hybrid Method using 2D Numerical Models
Hybrid methods may provide, in principle, a satisfactory compromise between
accuracy and computational efforts for estimating the ac eddy current component of
copper losses. For such methods, a combination of analytical equations and FEA is
employed [69, 70]. Typically, flux density values are sampled from the simplified coil
cross section representation of a 2D FE model, e.g. shown in Fig. 2.2c. The flux
density is then used with analytical equations in order to calculate the eddy current
losses.
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Figure 2.3: Typical eddy current path considered in 2D analysis has a go and return
path along the conductor and does not include end coil sections.
Although hybrid methods may lead to more accurate estimations than pure ana-
lytical methods, they have the risk of inaccuracy due to the fact that they disregard
3D effects. Neglecting end paths, as shown in Fig. 2.3 may result into underestima-
tion of resistance and hence overestimation of eddy current losses. The end turn paths
become a larger contributor to the resistance of the eddy current paths for shorter
coils, i.e., lower stack length in case of radial flux machines or larger split ratio in
case of axial flux machines. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the entire path of










where Leff is the effective length of the coil and dc is the conductor diameter. The
above formulation of the correction factor, Ks, has been originally introduced for the
calculation of eddy current losses in the screened-rotor of an induction motor [72] and
later adopted for the rotor retaining can of PM excited machines [73]. In our study,
Ks is employed for calculating winding eddy current losses.
Another reason for possible overestimation of eddy current conductor losses by 2D
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: The magnetic flux density in the conductors of a concentrated precise
wound coil placed in the slots of the case study open slot AFPM machine calculated
with 2D (a) and 3D (b) FEA and illustrating the multi-dimensional variation of the
field.
methods may be attributed to not considering the magnetic field fringing and leakage,
and hence neglecting the reduction of the flux density towards the ends, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.4. Hybrid methods that employ 2D models ignore the fringing in the third
dimension and typically result in larger and constant values of the flux density along
an entire coil side. Moreover, for axial flux machines the non-linear magnetic field
along the radial direction can largely vary and sampling the flux density at only one
particular diameter may not be truly representative of the flux density throughout
the entire coil.
For an example AFPM machine, the magnitude of the flux density in each of
the winding turns placed in the slot and surrounding a tooth was estimated with
one sample per conductor using 2D and 3D models, respectively (Fig. 2.5). The 3D
samples are taken for each conductor in 21 equally distanced radial locations and
then integrated. The 2D model was set-up at the mean diameter. The 2D model
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic of a coil side placed around the tooth displaying conductor
identification numbers. (b) The flux density in each conductor, obtained by space
sampling 2D and 3D FEA results, respectively. The 2D FEA typically results in an
over estimation, especially for the conductors at the top slot and closest to the tooth.
overestimation of the flux density, particularly for the turns that are closer to the top
of the slot and closer to the teeth, is noticeable.
The coreless AFPM machine example in Fig. 2.6 is illustrative of the typical very
large 3D variation of the flux density in the stator windings. In order to account
for this, one solution would be to study multiple 2D models representative of slices
at different radial coordinates and combine their contributions [74]. An increased
number of 2D slices would increase, in principle, the accuracy of the simulation at
the expense of increased computational time, but won’t still account for the end field,
which makes the use of 3D models worthwhile even more so.
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Figure 2.6: The magnetic flux density in the conductors of an example AFPM
coreless machine calculated with 3D FEA. For such machines, the winding is directly
exposed to the airgap field, the magnitude and multi-dimensional variation of which
can be substantial, resulting in significant eddy current losses.
2.2.4 Proposed Hybrid Method using 3D Numerical Models
The new method proposed here employs a simplified 3D FE model with a single
equivalent turn per coil as shown in Fig. 2.2a. The model can be solved as a magne-
tostatic field problem or as a transient problem with motion. The motivation for this
approach is that the mesh required for satisfactorily accurate flux density calculations
is substantially less dense than the mesh required for eddy current calculations in the
winding conductors, resulting in faster solving and significantly lower computational
resource requirements.
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Considering NL sections in the radial direction and a precise winding configura-
tion, as shown in Fig. 2.7a:
Pnφ,nz ,nL = [xn, yn, zn] ;


























































where Pnφ,nz ,nL are the Cartesian coordinates of the n
th point to be sampled for the
flux density value; NL, the number of sampling planes stacked in the direction of the




and Nz, the number of turns in the circumferential and axial directions, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 2.7a; ID and OD the inner and outer diameters; θi and θo the inner
and the outer coil span angles, as illustrated in Fig. 2.7b.
It should be noted that for random windings, methods such as the one described
in [69] maybe further developed for 3D application in conjunction with the new tech-
niques described in this chapter. Also, it is important to carefully adapt the flux
density sampling to the problem. For example, if the real conductor dimensions are
larger than the skin depth and the variations of flux density inside each conductor
may be considerable, multiple flux samples in each plane are needed.




Figure 2.7: (a) The flux density sampling planes employed by the new hybrid 3 FEA
method stacked in the direction of the main current flow. (b) Three-dimensional
sampling is performed also in order to take end effects into account. The axial cross
















where R is the resistance; Φ, the magnetic flux through the conductors; and ρ the
conductor resistivity. Each conductor cross section can be divided into M segments
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as shown in Fig. 2.3. Assuming constant flux density for each segment, one field
sample per segment may suffice.



















































































where Bm,h is the h
th harmonic of the flux density in the mth section for the conductor
associated with nφ and nz at the diameter D. The flux density of the m
th section
includes the flux density of all sections that are inscribed in it (i.e. Bm =
∑m
mi=1Bmi).
If the conductors are sufficiently small, the flux density throughout the conductor
cross section may be assumed constant. Taking the variation of B along the effec-
tive length from inner to outer diameter into account, and neglecting the harmonics




























A discrete sampling along radial direction with NL samples can be performed in
which case the coordinates of the sample points in the general 3D FEA model can be
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obtained from (2.5).
Both (2.7) and (2.8) assume that within the coil side the largest eddy current flow
path follows the entire active length of the coil with shorter paths being possible,
as shown in Fig. 2.8. The following equation, in which different eddy current paths














Ck ·B 2path,k , (2.9)
where Ck is the coefficient adjusting the resistance of each current path and Bpath,k is
the flux density within the kth current path. In the case of an odd number of samples,








































Equation (2.9), which comprehensively represents the discrete implementation of
the proposed new hybrid 3D FEA method, was employed in the following case studies.
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Figure 2.8: Eddy current paths with different length along the coil side.
2.3 Case Studies
2.3.1 Air Cored Axial Flux PM Machine
In case of an AFPM machine with double rotor structure such that PMs of opposite
polarity face each other, magnetic flux from one rotor flows into the other without
traveling circumferentially through the stator core, which may thus be eliminated,
leading to the removal of associated loss and cogging torque, although at the cost of
a higher electromagnetic air-gap.
Previously published papers have mostly focused on conventional AFPM ma-
chines, which include a feromagnetic core, e.g. [2, 75–77]. Coreless AFPM machines
have been studied less frequently. Some examples include the multiobjective opti-
mal design of coreless AFPM machines, discussed in [78–80], fractional slot winding
configurations [81], and applications of such machines in wind turbine generators,
[82, 83], electric vehicles, [19, 84], and airplanes, [18, 85].
Air-cored PM machines (also known as coreless or ironless electric machines) are
attractive options for high speed applications due to the elimination of the stator
core loss. On the other hand, all the conductors are exposed to the air-gap flux
density hence have larger eddy currents, which is more critical at higher speeds. This
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forces the application of thinner conductors and a larger number of turns and strands,
necessitating the consideration of expensive Litz wires. Therefore the estimation of ac
copper loss in the design stage in air-cored machine topologies is of utmost importance.
The axial component of flux density in AFPM air-cored configurations can be

















where φ is the angular position of the conductor; z axial position of the conductor,
Bν maximum flux density of the ν
th harmonic, τp pole pitch, p number of poles.
This makes the use of fast and pure analytical methods for air cored machines more
convenient.
The exemplified coreless machine in this study is shown in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10.
For this 16 pole machine with 12 air-cored coils it was estimated that 72 turns can
give the desired torque constant. All turns are in series and Litz wire application is
not included. In order to calculate the winding losses using the hybrid method, a
general time transient 2D FEA model is analyzed and flux density values are sampled
in the coordinates of the center of each turn. The flux density is obtained by recording
the variation of flux density in time.
Due to the axial symmetry shown in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12 the flux density
observed by points 1 and 4, and also points 2 and 3 are the same. Furthermore, due
to the rotation of the rotor, modeling the flux density variation with time for a single
column of turns is sufficient. This indicates that modeling only 2 turns may suffice.
This is especially interesting in case of the detailed and computationally expensive
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Figure 2.9: The 3D model of the coreless machine under study. Each turn is separately
modeled and meshed.
Figure 2.10: A zoomed view of the tetrahedral meshes in the conductors of the coreless
machine.
FEA models [2]. Considerable reduction in computational efforts and mesh size (90%
less number of mesh elements) is achieved by modeling only two turns for the coreless
machine case study without affecting the accuracy of the results. It should be noted
that such approaches for reducing the modeling efforts are applicable for eddy current
loss calculation at open-circuit or cases where proximity effects are not considerable
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Figure 2.11: The general 2D model for sampling flux density values employed in the
hybrid method. The coil cross section marked with dashed box is zoomed in to show
the location of four sampling points in the center of round conductors.
Figure 2.12: The flux density in the sampling points shown in Fig. 2.11 at different
time steps.
and the eddy losses are mostly caused by the magnet flux. The calculation results are




Figure 2.13: (a) Flux density obtained from the 3D FEA model of the coreless machine
case study, illustrating the lower values closer to the end turns. (b) The current
density distribution.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.14: The 2D FEA model of the coreless machine under study: (a) flux
density distribution and (b) current density distribution in conductors at open-circuit
operation.
2.3.2 Open Slot Stator Core Axial Flux PM Machine
The second case study is an AFPM machine that employs a stator core with open
slots, 20 poles and 24 slots. The 3D model of the optimally designed topology is
presented in Fig. 2.15. The open slot machines due to their larger flux leakage, are
prone to eddy currents and additional copper loss. The turns located on top of the
slot experience larger flux density and hence have higher loss. Therefore each turn
has a separate Ba which may not be uniformly distributed, necessitating separate
calculation and data sampling for each turn.
Larger flux density and hence eddy current for conductors closer to the slot opening
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Figure 2.15: The 3D FEA model of the AFPM machine under study with open slot
stator core.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.16: The 2D FEA model of the optimally designed AFPM machine with
open slot stator core in which the circular conductors are utilized and placed further
away from the slot opening: (a) flux density distribution and (b) current density
distribution in conductors at open-circuit operation.
can be observed in Fig. 2.16. The eddy current losses can be reduced by placing
conductors further away from the slot opening, Fig. 2.17. However, this reduces slot
fill factor and hence requires increasing the current density and dc copper loss. The
number of turns can be selected based on this trade-off between dc and additional ac
copper losses. For this case study, the number and placement of the turns is selected
to achieve the minimum copper losses at the rated frequency. The calculations are
performed for different number of turns. As seen in Fig. 2.18, in this machine, 23
turns achieve the best balance between dc and ac components of copper losses. Other
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.17: The open slot bound coils with (a) 29 turns, (b) 23 turns, and (c) 14
turns.
Figure 2.18: The winding dc and additional open-circuit eddy current ac losses with
different number of turns at rated load.
solutions, such as the use of larger number of strands with smaller cross section
can reduce the ac component of the copper loss, while reducing the fill factor and
increasing the cost.
Another solution to reduce only the ac copper losses without increasing other
losses is to employ conductors with square cross section, as shown in Fig. 2.19. The
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.19: The 2D FEA model of the AFPM machine with open slot stator core,
employing square conductors: (a) flux density distribution and (b) current density
distribution in conductors at open-circuit operation. Note the reduction in flux den-
sity and current density compared to circular conductors in Fig. 2.16.
square shape of the wires helps in condensing the coil for the same overall conductor
area, thus making it possible to locate the conductors further away from the air-gap,
while maintaining the same dc copper losses. For this case study, the square wire
dimensions are selected to give the same overall conductor area as the circular wires.
The amount of reduction in losses for the machine under study is presented in Fig.
2.20. For this example study, it was observed that if the conductors with square cross
section are placed at the same slot depth as the circular one, the overall conductor
losses reduces due to greater slot fill factor, although the eddy current losses in both
types of conductors are the same.
The mesh plot in Fig. 2.21 shows fine mesh for the turns closer to the slot opening
and coarser mesh for the conductors located deeper in the slot. This reduces the
computational efforts while maintaining the accuracy of the results.
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Figure 2.20: The additional eddy current copper losses at open circuit calculated with
FEA for cases with circular and square conductors. The overall conductor area in
both cases is maintained the same.
Figure 2.21: The mesh for the coil in the case study of the open slot AFPM machine.
The turns closer to the slot opening are meshed finer.
2.4 Results and Discussion
The eddy current losses for each case study machine has been estimated using
four methods. The calculations were performed for open-circuit and load, at a funda-
mental frequency of 1.6 kHz for the open-slot machine and at 480 Hz for the coreless
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.22: (a) The flux density observed by the conductors. The reduced flux
density at the ends is due to the fringing and leakage. (b) The current density
distribution.
design, respectively. A coreless machine operating at higher frequencies would typi-
cally require the use of Litz wire.
The results for different methods presented in Table 2.1 include only the additional
ac induced eddy current losses in the windings and not the steady-state dc-type loss
component due to the main supply current. The four calculation methods considered
are:
 3D FEA: time-transient 3D FEA with detailed turn-by-turn, i.e., wire-by-wire,
representation of the winding coils (considered the most accurate method),
 Hy-3D: the new hybrid method with samples of flux density obtained from a
simplified 3D model (the proposed method),
 2D FEA: time-transient 2D FEA with turn-by-turn wire-by-wire representa-
tion of the winding coils,
 Hy-2D: a hybrid method with samples from a simplified 2D FEA.
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Figure 2.23: The 3D mesh plot for the turn-by-turn model of the AFPM machine
with open slots.
An example mesh plot used with the first method, the detailed time-stepping 3D
FEA, is presented in Fig. 2.23. The hybrid methods studied, i.e., Hy-3D and Hy-2D,
employed time-transient analysis. Nevertheless, in principle magnetostatic analysis
and adaptive meshing may also be used, which could further reduce the computational
time. High performance computing system with 2 nodes and 32 cores per node are
employed for large FEA calculations.
The additional eddy current losses calculated for the coreless machine example are
significantly larger due to the winding conductors being exposed to the air-gap flux
density. The results show increase in the additional winding loss for load operating
conditions. This is because the varying flux density is not only originated from
magnets, but also the ac current flowing in the neighboring conductors as well as the
ac current inside the same conductor can induce additional eddy currents. Another
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reason may be attributed to the increased variation of the flux density due to armature
reaction, causing distortion and asymmetry in flux lines.
The new Hy-3D method takes into account the effect of end turns in the return
path of eddy currents through the use of the correction factor, Ks, introduced in (2.4).
The calculated Ks value is 0.98 for both machines, meaning that in these cases, the
correction due to the end winding is minimal and the differences in results between
methods may be substantially associated with the 3D field variation along the active
sides of the coils.
In Table 2.1, the first method listed, the 3D FEA, is considered as the most accu-
rate approach and its results serve for reference. For the example open slot machine,
the estimation differences for the Hy-3D, 2D FEA, and Hy-2D methods are 3%, 16%,
and 11% at open-circuit, respectively and 8%, 28%, and 11% on load, respectively,
illustrating the advantages of the new Hy-3D method in terms of satisfactory estima-
tion. It should be noted that for the coreless machine studied, the 2D based methods
simply fail to provide any estimations suitable even for basic engineering calculations.
Although the new Hy-3D method takes longer to solve than 2D based algorithms,
it is faster by one order of magnitude than the reference full 3D FEA and it is applica-
ble for a wide range of problems. The saving in time becomes more significant when
the ac copper loss calculation needs to be employed in the optimization. Any improve-
ment in the speed will be multiplied by the number of required design evaluations by
the optimization algorithm. Therefore, for optimization purposes, reducing the time
one order of magnitude per design would achieve at least 3 orders of magnitude faster
optimization.
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Table 2.1: Additional ac copper losses in the windings due to eddy cur-
rents, calculated with different FEA and hybrid methods for open-
circuit and full load operating conditions.
AFPM machine Eddy current loss 3D FEA Hy-3D 2D FEA Hy-2D
Coreless Open-circuit [W] 420.5 424.0 611.7 520.3
Open slot Open-circuit [W] 35.7 36.7 41.4 39.5
Open slot Full load [W] 44.7 48.5 57.0 49.4
Approximate FEA computational time 37 hours 35 minutes 2 minutes 12 seconds
2.5 Experimental Study
The experiments and FEA validation is performed for a prototype AFPM machine
with open slot and square conductors. The 3D FEA can be done by meshing all the
conductors or only the top conductors that are responsible for the majority of the
losses, as illustrated in Fig. 2.24. The computational efforts can be reduced without
significant effect on the FEA results.
The separation of loss components, particularly ac and dc copper losses is a diffi-
cult task [2, 56, 64, 66]. The proposed method for open-circuit copper loss involves
measurements performed with two distinct coil placements that have different clear-
ances from the top of the slot.
First, the coils are placed closer to the air-gap by the help of 2 spacers. The
motor with a spacer implementation is shown in Fig. 2.25. Then the spacers are
removed, as shown in Fig. 2.26, the coils are placed at the bottom of the slot. The
spinning loss, which includes the mechanical losses, such as friction and windage,
stator core losses, open circuit copper, and PM losses, is measured in both scenarios.
As confirmed by the numerical computations, the additional copper loss caused by the
eddy currents when the conductors are placed further away from the top of the slot is
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.24: The 3D model of the prototype machine. The mesh can be fine for (a) all
conductors or (b) only for the top conductors that cause the majority of open-circuit
eddy current losses.
negligible. Therefore the additional (open-circuit) ac copper losses can be calculated
by subtracting the two spinning loss measurements. The back EMF was ensured to
be the same for the two measurements.
The measurements are performed at different rotational speeds and the results
presented in Fig. 2.27. The FEA estimations are in good agreement with measure-
ment, particularly for the larger speeds where the loss value is larger and hence more
feasible to measure.
2.6 Summary
A new hybrid analytical-FEA method for calculating ac eddy current losses in
electrical machine windings has been proposed. The new method is studied with spe-
cial application for axial flux designs, such as those of the PM synchronous type. The
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Figure 2.25: The prototype machine with spacers.
Figure 2.26: The prototype machine without spacers.
proposed approach brings a major improvement above more conventional FEA based
hybrid methods by considering the variation of the flux density in a 3D dimension,
namely radial in the case of an axial flux machine and axial for a radial flux machine.
The computational results for two case studies of AFPM machines show that the
new method is superior to other hybrid FE techniques in terms of accuracy and that
its results satisfactorily compare with reference detailed 3D FEA, while reducing the
computational time by one order of magnitude. The new method achieves a trade-
off between speed and precision, making it suitable for different stages of the design
process of an electrical machine including the optimization.
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Figure 2.27: The measurements of ac copper loss and validation of 3D FEA calcula-
tions.
An approach for the measurement of ac winding loss is proposed and conducted
for an open slot AFPM machine. The measurements are in close agreement with the
results from 3D FEA. Other matters discussed are the selection of the number of
turns, the comparison of circular and square conductors, and approaches for reducing
mesh size and hence FEA computational time.
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Chapter 3
Design of Experiments and
Response Surface Methodology in
Electric Machine Design
A systematic method to optimally design an electric machines is to employ de-
sign of experiments (DOE) and response surface methodology (RSM). These two
approaches, i.e., DOE and RSM, are statistical designs methodologies that plan spe-
cific experiments (designs, in case of electric machine) and analyze the resulting data
so that valid and objctve conclusions are obtained [88]. The results can be employed
for sensitivity analysis, robust design, selection of optimization variables, etc.
In this chapter two example studies of application of DOE and RSM in the process
of designing an electric machines are provided. The first study employs RSM to
statistically design the machine. This is a common usage for a fast optimization. The
second study innovatively employs DOE and RSM in tracing down the manufacturing
tolerances. This is used to narrow down the possible out of specification properties of




Response surface methodology (RSM) is essentially a set of mathematical and
statistical methods used to aid in finding a particular solution for a system in which
several input variables influence the performance. The input variables (factors) need
to be independent of each other. The performance of the system can be measured by
output parameters (responses) as a function of factors. The observed trends can be
employed to select an optimum design. A regression model (response surface), can be
used to relate the factors to the output parameters. A 2nd order polynomial function
is expressed in he following,















xi − (xi,max + xi,min)/2
(xi,max − xi,min)/2
; i = 1, 2, ..., dν ,
(3.1)
where Y is a response parameter; β, the regression coefficient; dν , the number of
factors, xi, the i
th input factor; and XCi, the normalized (coded) value of the i
th factor.
Factors may be normalized as shown in (3.1). XCi = 0 represents the specified values
of the factors with zero manufacturing error, and β0 is a representation of response
parameter in this reference situation. βii and βij illustrate second order effects and
interaction between the factors.
By fitting such regression curves, many fast design performance evaluations can
be performed in a short time, sensitivity analysis can be executed, and as it is shown
in different sections of this dissertation, other innovative advantages can be extracted,
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such as defining the range of design variables and narrowing down the manufacturing
tolerances.
The accuracy of the outcomes of such studies highly depends on the resolution of
design of experiments. Full factorial designing, that include all the possible combina-
tion of design variables, with many levels can capture the relation between responses
and factors more accurately, however, they are computationally expensive and in some
cases not necessary. In most cases, carefully assigned fractional factorial designs, with
reduced number of required experiments (FEA design evaluations in case of an electric
machine design problem) can achieve reasonable results. Some common methods are
Central Composite designs, Box-Behnken designs, and taguchi methods. The details
of each of these methods can be found in various sources including [88, 89]. In the
following sections, examples of implementation of DOE and RSM are presented.
3.2 Coreless and Conventional AFPM Motors for
Solar Cars
Some of the advantages and properties of coreless machines is previously discussed
in Section 2.3.1. The coreless AFPM machines configurations may be a suitable option
for in-wheel drive application.
In case of the in-wheel (direct-wheel) drive systems, the motor is embedded inside
the wheel, which offers the potential to eliminate some of the mechanical components,
consiquently simplifying the system. The solar cars with three wheels, can be con-
figured to have two front wheels and one rear driving wheel with the motor inside.
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The cars with four wheels can have two rear driving wheels. In this study, both cases
are included. The machines considered for use in solar cars with one or two driving
wheels are: a conventional single rotor–single stator core machine, based on a com-
mercially available NGM SC-M150 motor [90] and a coreless multi-disk configuration
with air-gap concentrated windings. The comparative study is based on the design of
experiments (DOE) and response surface methodology (RSM), and several thousand
candidate designs for both types of machines are studied. During the course of the
comparison, the main dimensions of both machines are maintained the same, to en-
sure that they accommodate inside the same wheel. The DOE and RSM techniques
are used to observe the relative trend between performance parameters and select the
best designs.
3.2.1 Solar Car Electric Motor Specifications
The reference motor for this study is represented by the NGM SC-M150 unit that
has been used in the Gato del Sol IV solar car at University of Kentucky, Fig. 3.1.
This motor, which has a 36 slot stator core with distributed windings and a 12 pole
rotor core with surface mounted PMs, as shown in Fig. 3.2, has been modeled in 3D
(Fig. 3.3) and analyzed by the transient electromagnetic FEA.
The power system includes a solar panel connected to a boost converter performing
the function of maximum power point tracking which feeds the 3 phase inverter driving
the traction motor. A Li-ion battery is used to power the machine during shading,
when high bursts of power are required, and also to absorb power during regenerative
braking.
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Figure 3.1: Gato del Sol IV solar car from University of Kentucky.
Figure 3.2: The 36 slot stator of the NGM SC-M150 motor installed in Gato del Sol
IV solar car together with its 12 pole rotor.
Figure 3.3: Exploded view of the 3D model of the NGM SC-M150 motor with 36
stator slots and 12 rotor poles.
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In addition to electromagnetic considerations, mechanical challenges of a small
air-gap in AFPM motors should be taken into account. For a thinner air-gap, the
smallest amount of arching of the axle, caused by unsprung mass, becomes problem-
atic. Therefore, it is preferred to use the largest air-gap possible while maintaining the
performance parameters. The specification of the reference motor (Table 3.1) limits
air-gap thickness between 1.8 to 5 mm. One objective of this study is to re-design
the NGM SC-150 machine, in order to meet the rated torque requirements with the
largest possible air-gap, as well as minimum losses and mass.
Another objective is to design a coreless machine to be employed with two driving
wheels in the same solar vehicle, with minimum loss and mass, and the largest feasible
air-gap. The 3D model representation with flux lines and flux density distribution
of both machines under study are illustrated in Fig. 3.4. In case of the coreless
machine, the required mechanical support for the discs in the middle can be provided
by advanced engineering composite plastic materials, as represented in Fig. 3.5.
These materials have good thermal properties, low weight, and no extra losses [91]
and [92].
In AFPM machines the torque is directly proportional to the cube of the diameter,
hence, employing largest feasible diameter is recommended which is 248 mm and
limited by the dimensions of the wheel. The yokes also perform as part of the frame





Figure 3.4: The 3D model and electomagnetic field for (a) the conventional, and (b)
the coreless machines considered.
Figure 3.5: Schematic of a coreless stator and rotor employing a plastic composite
structure for mounting and supporting magnets and coils.
3.2.2 Winding Factor Calculation for Air–gap Concentrated
winding
The fundamental winding factor is an index used to compare winding configura-
tions. Elimination of stator core and slots results in removing mechanical constraints
of positioning coil sides. For the coreless machine, concentrated windings are con-
sidered due to their shorter end coils, lower copper mass, and less manufacturing
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Table 3.1: Specifications and main dimensional properties of the NGM SC-150 (con-
ventional) AFPM motor.
Rated Torque 56 Nm
Rated speed 400 rpm
Air gap 1.8-5 mm
Active outer diameter 248.0 mm
Total axial length 52.5 mm
Steel mass 11.2 kg
PM mass 0.6 kg
Copper mass 2.2 kg
Total active mass 14.0 kg
Number of poles 12
Number of slots 36
Number of coils per phase 6
complexity as compared to the distributed winding.
Winding factor is defined as the ratio of the induced electromotive force (EMF)
to the EMF that would have been induced in the ideal case. The ideal situation
is considered where the induced EMF in all conductors have identical phases and
maximum magnitude. In case of a conventional AFPM machine this is achieved for
full-pitch, non-skewed winding, with one slot per pole per phase. For a non-skewed
conventional machine, winding factor, kw, can be represented by the product of pitch
factor, kp, and distribution factor, kd. In case of a coreless machine, the coils are
exposed to the continuously varying air-gap flux density. This causes the induced
EMF in adjacent conductors, even in the same coil side, to have different phases from
one another. Moreover, in the axial direction, conductors closer to PMs will have EMF
with a higher magnitude. Such that only conductors at the closest layer to PMs have
the maximum EMF. Therefore, additional distribution factors in circumferential and
axial direction need to be taken into account. As explained in the following, the effect
of phase shift between EMF of adjacent conductors is captured by kdφ and the effect
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of varying magnitude by axial position is captured by kdz.
So far, efforts in estimating winding factor for coreless machines has been executed
with over-simplifications. Studies are conducted overlooking the distribution factor
in the axial direction or neglecting the gap between phase bands [18, 93, 94]. The
calculations dedicated to linear coreless machines [95, 96] do not consider the variation
of coil pitch to pole pitch ratio with respect to diameter which is the case for AFPM
coreless machines.
For a fractional-slot concentrated winding, in a machine with a slot pole combina-
tion such as 12-slot 8-pole or 24-slot 16-pole, the distribution factor is unity. However,
in case of air-gap concentrated windings employed in coreless machines, the distri-
bution factor within the same coil band, in the axial and circumferential directions,
should be considered. The winding factor, kwn, can be calculated as
kwn = kp · kdφ · kdz , (3.2)
where n is the harmonic order, and kdφ and kdz are distribution factors in circumfer-
ential and axial direction, respectively.
Pitch factor: Considering a concentrated coil, with cylindrical cut at an arbitrary
diameter represented in Fig. 3.6 and 3.7, the ration of the phasor sum to arithmetic















where τc and τp are coil and pole pitch, D is the diameter, Nc number of coils per
stator disk, and Wc is the coil width. It is important to note that the ratio of coil
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Figure 3.6: Radial cut-out of a concentrated coil.
Figure 3.7: Coil pitch angle variation with diameter. The magnets are included in
the plot and are transparent.
pitch to pole pitch angle , θc
θp
, varies with diameter, as shown in Fig. 3.7, resulting
in varying τc
τp
. Therefore, for an accurate estimation of pitch factor, integration of
(3.3) from inner to outer diameter is performed. It can be shown that the maximum





Distribution factor in the circumferential direction: For coreless machines with
air-gap concentrated windings, distribution factor within the same coil band, in the
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where dw is the diameter of each conductor and Nφ is the number of turns in coil band
in circumferential direction and can be estimated as Nφ =
Wc
dw
. In coreless winding
the use of Litz wire with thin conductors is common, which results in









Variation of τp with diameter should be taken into account through an integral
form of (3.5). Larger kdφ is expected to be obtained with smaller coil width.
Distribution factor in axial direction: The axial component of flux density in a
coreless machines is a function of angular position, φ, and axial position, z, such that a
higher flux density is seen by conductors closer to PMs. This effect is more significant
in case of a thicker coil and larger electromagnetic air-gap. The z component of flux

















Detailed calculations of Bn can be found in [95, 97]. Figure 3.8 represents that this
analytical estimation of Bz for an example design is in agreement with the numerical
results obtained from FEA.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Analytical and numerical calculation of axial component of flux density
at different axial positions for a coreless AFPM machine.





















Considering that Litz wires are employed yields,







Again, due to diameter dependent τp, integration of (3.8) should be considered.





harmonics, for a 16 pole 12 coil topology, is plotted in Fig. 3.9. The fundamental
winding factor variation, illustrated in in Fig. 3.10, shows that largest winding factor
is obtained when the coils are axially as thin as possible and the coil width is closer
to ( p
Nc




Figure 3.9: (a) Pitch factor, and (b) distribution factor in circumferential direction
with respect to coil width to pole pitch ratio; and (c) distribution factor with respect
to coil height to pole pitch ratio, plotted at different harmonics for a 16 pole 12 coil
topology with concentrated coreless winding.
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Figure 3.10: Fundamental winding factor for the 12 coil 16 pole topology.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.11: Flux lines of multi-disk AFPM machines with different number of disks.
3.2.3 Specifications and Design Considerations of the Core-
less AFPM Motor
The coreless machine is considered to be employed for a two-driving wheel appli-
cation, therefore, each of the motors should produce half the required torque within
the same outer dimensions (diameter and axial length) as the conventional machine.
Selecting the Number of Disks:
The larger electromagnetic air-gap, caused by the elimination of stator core, re-
duces flux linkage and torque. This may be compensated for by the use of multiple
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Table 3.2: Torque density and fundamental winding factor for 16 pole 12 coil topology
with different number of stator disks.
Number of stator disks 1 2 3
Torque density [Nm/kg] 2.5 2.9 3.0
Winding factor 0.680 0.826 0.860
disks. The use of multiple coreless stator disks also reduces the coil thickness, im-
proving the winding factor by increasing the distribution factor in axial direction as
shown in (3.8).
In order to evaluate the appropriate number of stator disks—and accordingly the
number of rotor disks— three models with one, two, and three stators are studied for
an example coreless AFPM with 12 coils per stator disk and 16 poles. In the course of
the comparison, the copper losses, air-gap, active volume, PM mass, and steel mass
are kept constant.
The higher flux leakage and smaller winding factor for lower number of disks
reduces torque density (Fig. 3.11 and Table 3.2). The designs with multiple stator
disks demonstrate significant performance improvement with higher winding factor.
For those reasons, the design with three stators is selected, although it may be noted
that a higher number of disks may lead to difficulties in the manufacturing process.
Selecting the Combination of Poles and Coils:
A wide array of number of stator coil and rotor pole combinations is possible for
this machine, and the comparative performance of some representative ones is studied.
The electromagnetic air-gap is maintained the same for all designs by keeping the axial
thickness of the coils, Lc, constant during the comparison. The total PM and steel
mass are also kept the same. The thickness of the rotor core is dictated by mechanical
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strength constraints, considering that back plates are also functioning as part of the
frame.
A larger number of poles necessitates increasing number of coils to maintain a
reasonable fundamental winding factor. For a diameter constrained application, the
use of a large number of coils results in reduced coil width and end turn volume such
that the total copper mass reduces. This can be quantified by estimating the mean
turn length, lmt,
lmt = (Do −Di) +
π(Do +Di)
Nc




where Do and Di are the outer and inner active diameter. Coil width, Wc, is con-
strained by inner diameter and is set on maximum possible value to reduce current
density and improve DC copper loss. The total copper volume for 3 stator disks is
calculable by










where Vc is the copper volume. Thus, in the case of a constant fill factor, as Nc
increases, Vc and consequently mass decrease.
Core losses in air-cored machines are small considering that steel is only used in
the rotor. These losses can be further reduced and made negligible by approaches
such as multi-layer windings that significantly decrease harmonics that only cause
losses [98]. For those reasons, core losses are not accounted for in this comparison.
Litz wire is used to prevent skin effects at higher frequency, which can be quite
substantial for this machine. Using such special conductor wires reduces the fill
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Table 3.3: All the designed machines produce 28 Nm at 400 rpm.
Poles 8 10 16 20 30 32
Coils 6 6 12 12 18 24
kw1 0.877 0.833 0.860 0.810 0.776 0.805
Cu mass [kg] 3.9 3.9 2.7 2.7 2.2 2.0
Cu loss [W] 288 305 221 239 245 236
Elec. eff. [%] 86 85 89 88 88 88
factor, and a 20% reduction is considered in the study. Assuming 120◦C maximum
winding temperature, increased copper resistance due to temperature rise is taken
into account.










where p is pole number; λm, magnetizing flux linkage produced by PMs; Nt, number
of turns per phase, which is constant for all the designs in Table 3.3; kvg, the ratio
of the amplitude of the fundamental wave to the average value of the air-gap flux
density; αi, pole arc to pole pitch ratio; Bgo, the peak value of the open-circuit flux
density; τp, pole pitch; and LFe, the core length. As the number of poles and coils
increases, λm decreases, mainly due to reduced flux collecting area proportional to the
pole arc, and partly because of higher leakage. Magnetizing flux linkage reduction due
to lower τp is negated by higher number of poles while λm reduction due to increased
leakage is compensated for by increasing current to produce constant torque.












where Rph is the resistance of one phase winding; σ, is the copper conductivity; and
Ff is the fill factor. Decrease in copper mass, due to reduction in the length of mean
turn, and increase in J, to produce 28 Nm, results in minimum copper loss for 16
and 20 pole designs. The topology with 16 poles has higher winding factor. Other
benefits of this topology are avoiding manufacturing complexities associated with
higher number of poles, and relatively low copper mass. Therefore 16 pole and 12
coil topology is selected to be a good compromise. It is to be noted that for designs
with space limitations, a higher number of poles will result in reduced total diameter
due to decreased thickness of end coils.
3.2.4 Factors and Responses for DOE and RSM
The objectives to be met in case of both conventional and coreless topologies are
to achieve least mass and losses while producing the required torque at the rated
speed. It is assumed that cost is not a constraint.
Six independent factors, that considerably influence the performance of the con-
ventional motor, are selected (Fig. 3.12a and Table 3.4), including: the mechanical
air-gap, g, PM length, hpm, tooth width to slot pitch ratio, ktw, pole arc to pole pitch
ratio, α, stator yoke length, hsy, and rotor yoke length, hry. The outer and inner
diameter, and total axial length are maintained the same as in the reference motor,
limited by the wheel dimensions. In order to capture the non-linearities associated
with the response surface, 3 levels for each factor are considered. A full factorial
design for 6 factors with 3 levels requires 729 runs which is not feasible. Instead,
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.12: Dimensional variables selected as factors for DOE of (a) conventional,
(b) coreless machine.
fractional factorial, Box-Behnken, or Central Composite designs may be used. Box-
Behnken design requires less runs however it contains regions with poor prediction
quality. Central Composite design provides relatively high quality predictions over
the entire design space. For this case, face central composite design, with 6 factors
and 3 levels, that needs only 100 runs, has been used. The FEA evaluations of these
designs have been used to establish a regression model and then study above 4,000
designs.
In case of the coreless machine having no stator core or teeth, the number of
factors is reduced to four, including the mechanical air-gap, g, the PM length on the
rotor disks on two sides, hpm,s, the pole arc to pole pitch ratio, α, and the stator
yoke length, hsy, as described in Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.12b. The PM length in the
middle rotor disks hpm,m, is set to be twice that in the ends, which results in higher
torque. Due to the lower number of factors, full factorial DOE with the number of
levels increased to 4 is employed. This requires 256 designs to be evaluated by FEA
which is affordable. A full factorial design provides higher quality regression model.
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Table 3.4: Geometrical input variables for the parametric model of the conventional
(cored) machine.
Factor Unit Minimum value Maximum value
x1 = g mm 1.8 5.0
x2 = hpm mm 3.0 10.0
x3 = ktw 0.35 0.65
x4 = α 0.65 0.85
x5 = hsy mm 9 18
x6 = hry mm 5 11
Table 3.5: Geometrical input variables for the parametric model of the coreless ma-
chine.
Factor Unit Minimum value Maximum value
x1 = g mm 0.5 2.0
x2 = hpm,s mm 1.0 3.5
x3 = α 0.65 0.85
x4 = hry mm 4.0 8.0
3.2.5 Selection of Best Designs
The result of DOE is used to fit a second order regression model for the responses
including torque, mass, and losses (core and copper). In both cases, conventional and
coreless machine, the overall volume is constant across all designs. Larger mass is a
result of less space occupied by air, i.e. lower air-gap thickness, thicker magnets, more
lamination, and/or more copper. All of these increase losses as well as the produced
electromagnetic torque (Figs. 3.13 and 3.14).
The regression model results compared to FEA for selected designs (Table 3.6)
show at most 6% error for mass estimation by regression model, 10% error for torque
estimation, and 39% error for loss estimation. The errors may have been caused
by the reduced number of designs and levels and also considering that core loss is
more nonlinear, hence requires more levels. These errors can be addressed by using
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: The responses of the conventional machine obtained from central com-
posite DOE. (a) Three-dimensional plot and (b) the contour plot.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.14: The responses of the multi-disk coreless machine obtained from full
factorial DOE. (a) Three-dimensional plot and (b) the contour plot.
a correction factor in the regression model's estimations. Nevertheless, the main
function of RSM, that is to identify the trends, is achieved.
Based on the regression models, hundreds of designs are studied. For each of
two motors, three designs are selected to be analyzed in more detail via 2D FEA.
The objectives are to produce the rated torque with the lowest mass and losses. The
selected designs are marked in the scatter plots (Fig. 3.15). In case of the conventional
machine, for the desired torque the active mass ranges between 13.6 kg and 14.2 kg
while losses range between 400 W and 700 W. Designs with lower loss are assigned
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Table 3.6: Reference model and selected designs for the conventional motor, at 400
rpm, for application with one driving wheel. Estimations are done suing regression
models and 2D and 3D FEA.
Ref. Design 1 Design 2 Design 3
3D FEA Reg. 2D FEA Reg. 2D FEA Reg. 2D FEA 3D FEA
Air-gap [mm] 1.80 —– 2.76 —– 2.76 —– 2.76 2.76
Torque [Nm] 54.3 57.2 63.5 57.6 59.9 58.8 60.9 58.2
Active mass [kg] 12.2 14.1 13.7 14.1 13.4 14.01 13.2 11.5
Core loss [W] 14 —– 19 —– 17 —– 20 18
Copper loss [W] 398 —– 325 —– 319 —– 302 351
Total losses [W] 411 423 343 452 336 450 322 369
Cogging torque [Nm] 13.8 —– 21.8 —– 11.9 —– 5.5 6.9
Goodness [Nm/
√
W ] 2.7 —– 3.5 —– 3.3 —– 3.4 3.0
Table 3.7: FEA results of the selected designs for the coreless motor for application
with two driving wheels, at the rated speed of 400 rpm. All designs have mechanical
air-gap of 1.85 mm.
2D FEA 3D FEA
D1 D2 D3 D1
Torque [Nm] 28.7 29.5 28.3 27.3
Active mass [kg] 9.4 8.8 9.0 10.5
Copper losses [W] 168 215 332 168
Goodness [Nm/
√
W ] 2.2 2.0 1.6 2.1
(a)
Figure 3.15: Projection of the DOE results and selected designs for the conventional
motor. Designs marked with F are selected in order to have approximately the same
torque as the reference machine and minimum losses.
higher priority than those with lower mass.
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(a)
Figure 3.16: Projection of the DOE results and selected designs for the coreless motor.
Designs marked with F are selected in order to have half the torque of the reference
machine and minimum losses and mass.
The goodness of three selected designs, defined as Torque√
losses
, are comparable. De-
sign 3, being lighter with least losses, is selected to represent the conventional ma-
chine. Three-dimensional FEA is used for a more reliable performance estimation
(Fig. 3.4a). For this design, the AC losses, including eddy current and proximity, are
analytically estimated [99] to be 0.57 W at 400 rpm. Therefore, for this machine at
rated speed, the AC losses are insignificant compared to the total losses and neglected.
Design 3, with an air-gap of 2.76 mm, achieves better performance than the ref-
erence design, which has a smaller air-gap of 1.85 mm (Table 3.6). Therefore, the
required torque can be met with a larger air-gap and without compromising the per-
formance.
The process is repeated for the coreless machine and three designs meeting the
torque requirements have been selected (Fig. 3.16). The designs with lowest mass
and loss are selected.
Due to the high quality of the full factorial DOE, and also robustness of coreless
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.17: (a) The reference design, (b) the selected design 3 of conventional
machine, (c) the selected design 1 of coreless machine. Taking advantage of the
symmetrical geometry, only 1
6
th




machine have been analyzed.
machines, the regression model's prediction of performance almost exactly matches
that of 2D FEA. To avoid redundancy, only FEA results are presented in Table 3.7.
The coreless motors have no cogging torque and their rotor core losses compared to
copper losses are negligible. Comparing the goodness of the three selected designs, it
is seen that Design 1 is superior to the others, and is thus selected. For this design
it was analytically estimated [99] that using Litz wire with 40 strands per turn the
winding AC losses are about 2.2 W and neglected.
An illustration of the contrast between dimensional properties of the reference
model and the best designs of conventional and coreless motors is provided in Fig.
3.17. The 3D model of the selected best machines, i.e. design 3 of Table 3.6 and
design 1 of Table 3.7, are in fact the designs presented in Fig. 3.4.
3.2.6 Comparison and Experimental Validation
On comparing the selected design of the conventional AFPM with the best design
of the coreless machine, the combined weight of the two motors for the latter is higher,
i.e. 10.5× 2 = 21 kg compared to 11.5 kg, for the conventional machine. However, in
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.18: (a) Conventional and (b) coreless AFPM machine designs with changing
air-gap. The selected design 3 in Table 3.6 and design 1 in Table 3.7 are marked with
.
a two-wheel application, the mass is distributed between two wheels which reduces
the pressure and also provides a better balance.
At the rated speed, the goodness of the conventional motor is higher than that of
the coreless motor, presented in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. Nevertheless, at higher speeds,
core losses increase in the conventional machine. In the coreless machine, the only
steel employed is in the rotor back iron. The losses in magnets and steel, caused by
harmonics in the stator MMF, are negligible because of the absence of slots. Thus, the
rotor losses are insignificant. At higher speeds the rotor loss may be reduced by special
winding techniques [98], not applicable for conventional configurations with slotted
stator. As explained in the previous section, in the coreless machine, the conductor
AC loss are mitigated by the use of Litz wire and transposition. At higher speeds,
for the conventional design, considerable core losses increase is observed. Thus, the
coreless machine may in fact outperform the conventional machine.
One of the objectives of the study is to achieve designs with larger air-gap in order
to mitigate the mechanical problems associated with unsprung mass and arched axle.
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In the conventional AFPM, the required torque can be met with a larger air-gap than
used in the commercially available machine. The impact of the air-gap on torque
and losses for both configurations, illustrated in Fig. 3.18a and 3.18b, shows for
the desired torque production of the conventional machine, a larger air-gap results
in considerable increase in the losses. Therefore, the selected design has a smaller
air-gap in order to maintain an acceptable efficiency.
For the coreless machine design study, increasing the current beyond a threshold
does not result in proportionally increased torque. This could be explained starting
from the fact that the current density was fixed at 6.5 A/mm2. It should be noted
that, in principle, the study can be further expanded to consider specific cooling
systems and particular thermal aspects, as discussed for example in [100]. In solar
car applications, the motors are generally high efficiency for their volume such that
the heat generated per volume is low and the thermal issues of a coreless machine
design can be controlled.
In the current study, in order to increase the current, more copper wire is required
to be used within the same geometrical envelope, which can be achieved, for example,
by reducing the PM thickness, i.e. length in the direction of magnetization, which in
turn results in decreased air-gap flux such that the electromagnetic torque does not
increase although the current is higher. The selected design produces the required
torque while attaining a relatively large air-gap and low losses (see Fig. 3.18b).
The coreless machine is generally lighter than the conventional one. This makes
coreless machine suitable for vehicles with two driving wheels, as the total active mass
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Figure 3.19: Special concentrated-winding multi-disk laboratory prototype employed
for validating the 3D FEA parametric design study. The detailed fine finite element
mesh and current density vectors in the coils calculated from 3D FEA are represented
on the left.
in this case doubles, and conventional machines suitable for single in-wheel applica-
tion, for the same reason. The coreless machine may also be selected for the single
in-wheel application, however, the mechanical air-gap needs to be very small, below
1 mm, which is mechanically challenging, difficult to achieve and maintain. Utilizing
conventional machines in double wheel vehicle results in much larger accumulated
mass of rotors, on the other hand, considerably larger air-gaps could be used.
The design study based on electromagnetic 3D FEA has been validated with ex-
perimental data from a special concentrated-winding multi-disc laboratory prototype,
which is shown in Fig. 3.19, and from two commercially available conventional and
coreless AFPM machines, NGM and Marand, respectively, for solar powered vehi-
cles. Marand topology has distributed air-cored winding and is represented in Fig.
3.20. NGM is the reference design and discussed in more detail in preceding sections.
The main data for these machines is summarized in Table 3.8 and further details are
available in [90, 92, 101, 102].
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Figure 3.20: The 3D model of the commercially available distributed winding coreless
AFPM machine produced by MARAND for in-wheel drive solar cars.
The experimental measurements and FEA results correlate favorably for the ref-
erence machines as illustrated in Fig. 3.21. The Marand machine is larger in active
diameter and shorter in axial length. Considering that for axial flux machines the
power is proportional to the cube of diameter, it is expected that Marand outperforms
the NGM and all the other coreless machines designed for the dimensional limits sim-
ilar to NGM. Also, Marand is benefited from distributed winding that improves its
torque production capability.
It is observed that the coreless machine is distinctly lighter than the conventional
design, and has lower loss, making it a better alternative for the double wheel config-
uration. The back iron portions of the rotors are also part of the wheel frame, hence
the overall axial length is constant and fixed by the wheel dimensions. The maximum
diameter available has been utilized to increase torque density. The identical wheel
is used for configurations with single and double driving wheels.
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Table 3.8: Main specifications of the reference machines considered for the experi-
mental validation of the 3D FEA study.
Multi-disk coreless Marand NGM
Speed [rpm] 1000 1060 400
Diameter [mm] 290 312 248
Axial length [mm] 59 44.9 52.5
Rated torque [Nm] 21 16.2 56
Figure 3.21: Torque versus total losses of conventional and coreless designs, compared
to prototype and commercial machines employed in solar powered vehicles. Required
torque is 56 Nm for single active wheel or 28 Nm for car designs with two active
wheels, respectively.
3.2.7 Speed Range Extension of Coreless Machines
Coreless machines are known for their lower inductance, due to the relatively
higher electromagnetic air-gap. The low inductance reduces the constant power op-
eration speed range. In this section a dynamic method for increasing the constant
power speed range, without employing a larger inverter rating, is proposed. The ex-
ample coreless machine is a 2ph multiple disc machine with wave windings, as shown
in Fig. 3.22
The extended speed range above the rated speed can be assessed through the
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Figure 3.22: The exploded view of 3D FEA model for a two-phase AFPM motor with
wave windings. Each of the two stators has a two-phase winding.





where Ld is the d-axis inductance and λpm is the permanent magnet flux linkage which





where Do and Di are outer and inner active diameter; kw1 is the fundamental winding
factor; Nt, number of turns per phase; kvg, the ratio between the amplitude of the
fundamental wave and the average value of the air-gap flux density; Br, the mag-
net remanence; τp, pole pitch at the equivalent electromagnetic diameter; hpm, the
PM length in the magnetization direction; and αi, the pole–arc to pole–pitch ratio.
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+ µmrkckso(g + Lc) , (3.16)
where, kc is Carter’s coefficient; µmr, the relative permeability of the PM; kso, the
d-axis saturation factor at open-circuit operation; and kσ, the leakage coefficient; g,
the mechanical air-gap; and Lc is the coil height in axial direction.






where m is the number of phases and ksd is d-axis saturation coefficient.
Theoretically, infinite speed can be achieved when Ich 6 Ir, where Ir is the rated
current limit. Lower values of Ich adversely affect the delivered power. Therefore,
ideally Ich = Ir. This can be translated to Ich = 1 pu.
The rated current of a two phase machine, exemplified in this section, with surface





where Te is the electromagnetic torque and p is the number of poles. Incorporating






where αd is the split ratio; Lax the axial length of the AFPM machine; and TRV is
the torque ratio per volume. This indicates that if the machine has a high torque per
active volume, Ich,pu reduces, meaning that it may be possible to design high torque
density coreless machines with a low characteristic current. In particular, if the same
torque per unit volume is obtained with the use of a low magnet volume or a lower
remanence, reduced airgap flux density would lead to a low characteristic current. In
other words, designs with high electric and low magnetic loading, and high torque
per unit volume would lead to low characteristic current. These designs would have
high loss, and low cost due to low magnet volume.
Two machines, one coreless and the other with stator cores, with similar torque per
ampere are considered. Hence λpm is the same and, for the coreless machine, larger or
stronger magnets need to be employed. Assuming both machines are employing the
same magnet grade, based on (3.14) the amount of increase in magnet dimensions can
be estimated. The coreless machine needs to employ (1 + Lc
g
) times thicker magnets,
i.e. larger hpm, than a machine with stator core and the same rated torque. This will
significantly increase Ich,pu as derived in (3.19). The estimated value for the coreless
machine under study in this section is at least 8 pu.
The increased Ich for the coreless machine limits its speed range. One solution is to
employ an inverter with larger ratings [103]. Another method could be to dynamically
reduce λpm of the coreless machine. According the approach employed in this section,
this is obtained by utilizing multiple stator discs and rotating them relative to each
other. In the proposed construction is represented for a two phase machine. Two
stators are used, each comprising one wave coil per phase, as shown in Fig. 3.22. At
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Figure 3.23: Illustration of the proposed technique for rotation of one of the stators
with respect to the other for higher speed operation in constant power zone.
higher speeds one of the stators can be rotated to reduce the flux linkage and achieve
constant power. The required flux linkage reduction at the speed of n where the rated

























where k is the number of stator discs which equals 2 in this case study; p, the number
of poles; and βm is the mechanical rotation angle, as represented in Fig. 3.23.
This approach is employed for a 20 pole WAVED machine and the 3D FEA results
are presented in Fig. 3.24. At speeds higher than the rated value, one of the stators is
rotated with respect to the other, reducing the flux linkage and hence torque, resulting
in constant power operation. The proposed method successfully achieves ideal high
speed operation of the WAVED machine.
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Figure 3.24: Traction characteristics of a WAVED coreless motor. The proposed
stator rotation technique is employed in order to produce constant power operation
by reducing the equivalent flux linkage.
3.3 A Systematic Study on the Effects of Dimen-
sional and Materials Tolerances
In typical engineering practice, the experimentally measured performance of a new
prototype electric machine may differ from design calculations and simulations. Pro-
vided that the numerical work has been conducted with well established procedures
and software, such as high-fidelity FEA that has been proven in many previous in-
stances to yield satisfactory agreement with experiments both in terms of values and
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trends on other electric machines of the same type, questions are raised regarding the
actual prototype hardware. More specifically, in this case, there is a need to identify
any possible out of specification manufacturing and material properties tolerances
that would represent the root cause for the noted differences.
In manufacturing practice, test performance may occasionally lie outside the spec-
ified tolerance bands, in which case the identification of the root causes is required
based on a combination of theoretical and experimental methods. The current study
addresses such issues, discusses the suitability of the IEEE Std 1812 procedures for
these purposes, and exemplifies possible solutions.
In the process of designing and manufacturing an electrical machine, a systematic
study of dimensional and material tolerances is of the utmost importance. Tolerances
yield inevitable variations of output performance indices such as torque, losses, and
efficiency. Establishing, under these conditions, the input to output system relation-
ships is vital in order to ensure that performance is maintained within the specified
limits around nominal values, and that, on the other hand, should these limits be ex-
ceeded, the root causes are traceable in terms of geometrical variables and/or material
properties.
This section proposes a systematic method by which the effect of design speci-
fication variations on PM synchronous machine performance may be identified and
quantified. The method combines design of experiments (DOE) techniques and open-
circuit and short-circuit test results based on the recently approved IEEE Std 1812
testing guide. Case studies have been provided to demonstrate the proposed method
for narrowing down the manufacturing tolerances.
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A spoke-type rotor machine design is considered for which the manufacturing
tolerances of the many geometrical independent variables and the variations of mag-
netic materials properties are systematically examined. The motor performance is
simulated with these FEA models according to the test procedures described in the
IEEE Std 1812. This approach, referred to as virtual tests, was preferred in order
to enable a design of virtual experiments study with thirteen independent variables
and three outputs that requires hundreds of model variations within the prescribed
limits. This type of study is more relevant to early developments efforts that are
typically focused on concept demonstration and employ only a reduced number of
physical prototypes, rather than to production level processes, which are subject to
very rigorous manufacturing quality control.
3.3.1 IEEE 1812 Testing Guide: Open-Circuit and Short-
Circuit Tests
The newly approved IEEE Std 1812 testing guide contains general instructions
for determining the performance characteristics of PM machines. The guide includes
steady-state tests for open-circuit, short-circuit, load, and thermal performance, and
transient tests for retardation and sudden short-circuit [104]. Virtual tests i.e. high
fidelity FEA simulations, for the spoke-type PM machine and experimental mea-
surements for the AFPM machine are conducted under the specified IEEE Std 1812
conditions.
According to the IEEE Std 1812 testing guide, section 4.3, the short-circuit test is
conducted using a shorting switch and an optional external limiting impedance. The
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current, Isc, is measured after the steady-state short-circuit condition is achieved and
then the synchronous reactance Xs can be calculated from:
Isc =
Voc
|jXs +Rs + jXex +Rex|
, (3.22)
where Rs is the stator winding resistance. Xex and Rex are the external reactance
and resistance, respectively. Xex is negligible for the case under study.
Equation (3.22) employs the voltage from open-circuit test and the current from
short-circuit test. Therefore, this synchronous reactance calculation approach may be
regarded as an open for debate approximation; the non-linear electromagnetic field
conditions and the flux pattern are largely different between open-circuit and short-
circuit operation which impacts the results. This is particularly important for the
study at hand that deals with small deviations.
3.3.2 Case Study for Dimensional and Material Tolerances
The case study is represented by an IPM spoke type radial flux machine with
many possible tolerances for the geometrical specifications and magnetic material
properties. This machine type was optimally designed with a record breaking high
torque density of 12.2 Nm/kg, for application in Formula E racing cars and has an
extremely high electrical and magnetic loading [105, 106]. It is a 100 hp motor with
a spoke-type rotor containing 16 rare-earth (SmCo) PM poles and 18 slots, which
has been successfully manufactured and tested. The associated FE models, such as
those exemplified in Fig. 3.25, have been satisfactorily validated against experimental
measurements as previously reported in [105, 106].
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Figure 3.25: Flux density distribution and flux lines for the case studies: the spoke-
type motor with high-energy rare-earth SmCo magnets (left) and the same design
but with ceramic ferrite magnets (right).
A second case study employs the exact same dimensions as the first one, but with
the only exception that it uses ceramic ferrites in order to investigate the spoke-type
motor's performance at a more typical level of electromagnetic loading. The open-
circuit voltage, open-circuit losses, short-circuit current, and d-axis inductance are
the three performance indices considered for these two case studies.
The eleven geometrical input design variables considered in the first two studies
are represented in Fig. 3.26 and specified in Table 3.9. A tolerance of ± 0.1 mm,
typical for laser cutting prototyping, has been considered. A tolerance of ± 5% is
considered for the PM remanence in order to account for possible variations both in
the material grade and in the external magnetization for prototypes. The specified
material for the laminated core is M19 laminated silicon steel. As an example of
deviation from the original specifications, an extreme case of inadvertently employing
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Figure 3.26: Overview of the geometrical design variables for the case studies. The
model was analyzed with the ANSYS Maxwell software.
Table 3.9: Geometrical variables (fig. 3.26). A tolerance of ± 0.1 mm for geometrical
variables has been considered.
Geometrical factors Reference spec. [mm]
x1 = OD Outer diameter 160
x2 = hy Yoke length 10
x3 = wt Tooth width 10
x4 = hib Bridge height 0.5
x5 = go Air-gap 1
x6 = ho Slot opening depth 3
x7 = wpm PM width 7
x8 = hpm PM height 22
x9 = wo Slot opening width 2
x10 = ID Inner diameter 115
x11 = gns Nuisance gap 0.2
Table 3.10: SmCo rare-earth magnets and ceramic ferrites with a nominal rema-
nence of 1.1 T and 0.4 T, respectively, have been studied together with the possible
inadvertent substitution of the lamination grade.
Magnetic material factors Reference Tol./sub.
x12 : Br PM remanence Nom. ± 5%
x13 : M Lamination M19 M43
M43 with the same gauge is considered (see Table 3.10.)
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3.3.3 Design of Experiments (DOE) and Virtual Tests
A main objective of the DOE studies in this section is to establish the motor
performance sensitivity to varying dimensions and material properties due to manu-
facturing tolerances, in order to be able to determine the causes of out of specification
performance. Data for the case studies was provided by virtual tests, i.e. FEA sim-
ulations of the open and short circuit tests for the spoke PM machine designs. This
approach was preferred due to the very large effort associated with the large number
of independent variables and performance indices requiring hundreds of experiments.
The first step in the DOE procedure includes the definition of the factors and their
levels. Figure 3.26 shows 11 geometrical variables to capture the possible manufactur-
ing deviations. In addition, magnet and laminated steel grades can also be affected
by manufacturing tolerances. Hence, overall 13 factors are considered (Table 3.9 and
3.10). In order to ensure that all possible non-linearities are taken into account, geo-
metrical factors and remanence are evaluated in three levels. The lamination grade is
specified to be M19. Prototype manufacturing variations and material substitutions,
due to unavailability or inadvertence, may further degrade the properties to those of
M43. Hence 2 levels are considered for M .
A full factorial design will result, in the first two cases, in more than a million
experiments, i.e. 1,062,882, per case which would be prohibitive even for FEA, let
alone for costly hardware experimentation. Instead, a fractional factorial method,
which only requires 376 experiments per study case, was preferred making at least
virtual prototyping and testing with FEA parametric models and scripting possible
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for sensitivity analysis with reasonable time and computational resources.
The response variables chosen for the DOE study include from the open-circuit
test, the voltage (back emf) and core losses and from the short-circuit test, the current
and the d-axis inductance. As per (3.22), unlike the measured short circuit current,
the calculated d-axis inductance is correlated with the open-circuit voltage, which
has implications in terms of the DOE mathematical formulation, i.e., the response
variables must be independent. This is not the case for Ld, the evaluation of which is
based on the recommended method for calculating Xs (3.22). Therefore, it is preferred
to directly use Isc as one of the performance parameters rather than Ld.
The sensitivity analysis is executed by fitting a 2nd order regression curve demon-
strated by a polynomial function as shown in (3.1). After fitting the preliminary
second order regression model it was observed that for this study the interaction and
higher order terms are negligible. Accordingly, the regression model is modified to fit
a first order function. The regression coefficients are estimated using least–squares
method. As an instance, Voc, obtained from numerical analysis of the model with
ferrite magnets can be estimated using the polynomial function,
Y(Voc) = 54.06 + 0.08XC1 − 0.02XC2 − 0.08XC3−
1.47XC4 − 3.83XC5 − 0.45XC6 + 0.38XC7+
0.08XC8 + 0.52XC9 + 0.10XC10 − 1.24XC11+
3.06XC12 − 0.42XC13 .
(3.23)
When SmCo magnets are used β0 is increased from 54.06 to 146.83, indicating
higher open-circuit voltage, as expected. Per unit regression coefficients, defined as
βi
β0
for the ith factor, represent the percentage of variation in the response when all
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.27: The per unit regression coefficients calculated for open-circuit based
on FEA virtual tests for the motor with ceramic ferrite magnets; (a) back emf, i.e.
voltage, (b) core losses. Note the different scales on the y-axis. The bar corresponding
to lamination material , M, in (b) is truncated as it reaches up to 0.23.
factors are according to specifications (XCj = 0 ; j = 1, 2, ..i − 1, i + 1, ...dv) except
for one factor which is at its maximum studied deviation (XCi = 1). For instance, the
p.u. regression coefficient of go for Voc is −0.07. This means that if go = 1.1 mm rather
than its specified value of 1 mm and all other variables are according to specifications,
Voc would be 1 − 0.07 = 0.93 times its rated value. Therefore, negative regression
coefficients indicate that the response reduces upon increase in the corresponding
factor. The larger the magnitude of the regression coefficients in Figs. 3.27-3.28, the
more influential the factor.
Some important observations from Figs. 3.27-3.28 are:
1) Generally the output response parameters are more significantly sensitive to
variations of the air-gap, go, remanence, Br, bridge height, hib, and nuisance gap, gns,
as well as the lamination grade. The impact of the rest of the factors is negligible.
2) Lamination material has an observable effect only on the core losses.
3) Open-circuit core loss is very sensitive. This may be understood by considering
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.28: The per unit regression coefficients calculated for short-circuit based on
FEA virtual tests for the motor with ceramic ferrite magnets; (a) d-axis inductance,
(b) current. Note the different scales on the y-axis.
that while EMF is proportional to the flux density, core loss is proportional to its
square, thus explaining its higher sensitivity to all variables that may affect flux
density.
This machine at a different magnetic loading is also studied by replacing ferrite
magnets with rare earth SmCo magnets. A comparison between regression coefficients
of only significant factors, with values above 0.02 p.u., for the motor with ferrite and
rare earth magnets is plotted in Fig. 3.29. The performance parameters of the
motor with stronger magnet grade (rare earth magnets), Fig. 3.29a, represents lower
sensitivity to changes in input variables, and negligible sensitivity to hib and gns. This
motor operates under an exceptionally high magnetic loading such that the rotor core
is saturated at the inner diameter. Therefore, for instance, a larger bridge height does
not result in higher leakage flux and hence output performance is not considerably
affected by its variations.
Another outcome of the regression models can be estimating the range within
which a performance parameter may vary due to manufacturing tolerances. The
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.29: The per unit regression coefficients for the input factors most significantly
affecting the output performance. Results based on FEA virtual tests for the spoke-
type motor with (a) rare earth SmCo magnets, and (b) ceramic ferrite magnets.
Table 3.11: Theoretical Maximum Variations for the Open-circuit Voltage (Back
EMF) and Core Losses.
Performance Magnet Ref. Min Max
Voc [V]
ferrite 51 41 62
SmCo 133 116 150
OC WFe [W]
ferrite 117 77 223
SmCo 861 641 1456
limits of this variation are established by consideration of the improbable scenarios
where all geometrical and magnetic variables are at their maximum or minimum
value within the studied ranges, such that they cause either a cumulative reduction
or increase in the value of a performance index. Table 3.11 represents these ranges
for open-circuit voltage and core losses. The relatively tighter ranges noted for the
motor with rare earth PMs is partially due to the stronger saturation of the magnetic
circuit bridges, which minimizes flux leakage and reduces performance variability.
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3.3.4 Discussion
In case of the comprehensive case study of the spoke-type machine, sensitivity
analysis for responses from open-circuit —Voc and WFe— and short-circuit tests—
preferably Isc— may be used to indicate possible sources of deviations from the nom-
inal values. Each of these three responses can be more than, less than, or equal
to the nominal values. In this section, a systematic approach for interpreting these
deviations, with the purpose of identifying possible manufacturing tolerance(s), is
introduced.
For the machine with SmCo magnets, regarding Fig. 3.29a, the relation between
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where ∆Voc, is the difference between the measured and the nominal value of Voc,
i.e., ∆Voc = Vmes − Vnom; ∆go, the normalized deviation of the specified go; and β,
the regression coefficients with the subscripts representing the relevant response and
factor, respectively. The rest of the entries in (3.24) are defined similarly.
Equation (3.24) represents a system of 3 equations, with 4 unknowns, namely
∆go, ∆Br, ∆gns, and ∆M . Such a system cannot be solved unless at least one of the
unknowns is determined independently. For special scenarios, this might be possible
using sensitivity analysis. For clarification, some examples are included below.
The first example is when measured Voc and WFe match with their nominal values,
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i.e., ∆Voc = ∆WFe = 0 and only Isc deviates, i.e., ∆Isc 6= 0. It can be concluded that
all variables influencing Voc and WFe are most probably as designed. Therefore, the
only out of specification variable is Br. Similarly, in case only Voc deviates, it can
be an indication of only go having out of specification tolerances. However, if only
∆WFe 6= 0, a definite conclusion cannot be reached, as either or both gns and M may
have manufacturing tolerances.
When more than one performance index deviates from design expectations, the
certainty of conclusions deteriorate. For instance, if ∆WFe 6= 0, ∆Voc 6= 0, and
∆Isc = 0, only the presence of out of specification tolerance in Br can be eliminated
and all the other variables may or may not be as specified by the design.
These examples show that the identification of design tolerances with certainty is
possible, if the number of measurable responses equals the number of possible man-
ufacturing tolerances. The narrowing down of the possible factors can be performed
with sensitivity analysis and careful study of that particular scenario.
For a larger number of factors, it is more difficult to identify the deviation source(s).
Adding another response, such as cogging torque, to such studies is only beneficial
if the new response does not add another unknown to the system of equations. In
the case study, it was observed that in addition to the factors included in Fig. 3.29,
cogging torque is also influenced by ID, OD, and Wo, three parameters that do not
affect other responses. Therefore, inclusion of cogging torque does not contribute
additional information which can be used for distinguishing the out of specification
design variables. On the other hand, in case cogging torque is the only response
with deviation from expectation, it may be concluded that the out of specification
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variables are limited to those three.
For the case of the spoke machine with ferrite magnets, the number of effective
factors increases as seen in Fig. 3.29b. The relation between response parameters'
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This represents a system of 3 equations, with 5 unknowns. Such a system cannot
be solved unless at least two of the unknowns are determined independently.
In this machine, suppose ∆WFe 6= 0, ∆Isc = ∆Voc = 0. This scenario is illustrated
in Fig. 3.30. The parameter deviating from the nominal value is marked with 8, while
the parameters and variables matching with the design specifications are marked with
4. The upward and downward arrows indicate a value larger and smaller than the
design specification, respectively. The deviation direction is color coded to separate
different cases. The dashed lines represent factors with less likely manufacturing
tolerances. Lamination grade M is the only design variable that affects the loss with
no measurable impact on the other two parameters. therefore, it can be concluded
that M is most probably the only out of specification design variable.
In another example, ∆Voc = ∆WFe = 0 and ∆Isc 6= 0, it follows that the source
of deviation cannot be narrowed down with certainty to only tolerances in Br unlike
in the previous case; those in hib also might be present. On the other hand, if only
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Figure 3.30: Example simple scenario for the spoke-type machine with ferrite magnets
where only WFe is out of specification. As Isc and Voc comply with the design predic-
tions, the design variables influencing their value are most probably as specified. This
leaves lamination grade M the highest possible out of specification tolerance causing
discrepancy in WFe.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.31: Example scenarios for the spoke-type machine with ferrite magnets
and illustrations of the simplifications employed in the identification process of non-
conformant tolerances. Isc out of specification values necessitates considering Br
and/or hib variations. If the other two geometrical parameters also deviate in the
same direction (a), the possibilities of go and gns out of spec deviations are low; if
they deviate in the opposite direction (b), all or part of the manufacturing tolerances
are out of specification.
Voc deviates from the nominal value, the possibility of having prototyped the motor
with out of specification lamination material can be eliminated, but any of the other
four factors or their combinations might exist.
Another example is when deviations are observed in all three performances indices,
such that ∆Isc > 0, ∆WFe > 0, and ∆Voc > 0. In this case, the possibility of out of
specification values of either or both Br and hib is higher, because these parameters
affect all performance indices the same way (Fig. 3.31a). A different scenario arises
if ∆Isc > 0, ∆WFe < 0, and ∆Voc < 0. For example, an increase in Br can cause the
increased Isc, but not the reduced WFe. Due to the dependence of ∆WFe on other
factors information is required. Figure 3.31b is an illustration of this example.
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The examined instance scenarios indicate that identification of out of specification
variables strongly depends on the loadings and configuration of the machine. A
comprehensive case-by-case sensitivity analysis accompanied by engineering judgment
may help in narrowing down the possible manufacturing/prototyping tolerances.
3.4 Summary
Two cases of application of DOE and RSM in the field of electric machine design
were presented. The first one is an elaboration of a design approach implemented for
a coreless AFPM machine using DOE and RSM. The second case is a novel method
for identifying the sources of discrepancy between the predicted performance in the
design stage and the measurements. The proposed method is extensively employing
DOE and RSM alongside virtual testing using FEA and IEEE 1812 standard.
Summary of Outcomes of Designing a Coreless AFPM Machine Using DOE and
RSM:
It is observed that for the space constraints under study and for a given cooling
system, the torque generation by both machine types is limited, and this torque limit
for conventional machine is at a higher value. This is due primarily to the higher air
gap in coreless machines.
Coreless machines may therefore be more suitable for use in a two-wheel drive
version, at the cost of slightly reduced efficiency, and larger overall mass as compared
with single wheel drives. These limitations are offset by the better mass distribution
achieved in two wheel drives, for which the conventional machine may not be suitable
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owing to large accumulated unsprung mass. Another advantage of a coreless AFPM
construction is the limited investment required for stator tooling which is important
when producing motors for the low volume solar car market.
Conventional AFPM topology could be used more efficiently with one driving
wheel. The coreless machine may also be selected for single in-wheel configurations,
although machine designs with very small air-gap are necessary to meet the torque
requirement. Considering that the latest generation solar cars employ two-wheel
drives, based on this study, it is recommended to consider the opportunities provided
by coreless machine for such configurations. An additional contribution of this study
is proposing a dynamic method for increasing the speed range applicable for low in-
ductance coreless PM machines.
Summary of Outcomes of Studying Manufacturing Tolerances using DOE and Sensi-
tivity Analysis:
A new systematic method aimed at quantifying the effect of tolerances on PM syn-
chronous machine performance and identifying possible non-compliant dimensional
variables and material characteristics is proposed. The study is based solely on the
results of the open-circuit and short-circuit procedures incorporated in the newly ap-
proved IEEE Std 1812 standard, which are independent of the power electronics drive
and control. The method is illustrated with three case studies and it is observed that
through the combined comparative analysis of different tests, the non-conforming
tolerances may be determined in some instances.
While the method itself is generally applicable in scope, it is also shown that,
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as the electromagnetic loading greatly affects the sensitivity of the test outputs to
tolerances, the careful consideration of the individual machine topology is required
as part of the studies, limiting the simple generalization of quantitative conclusions.
For example, for the case study motors that are identical with the exception of the
permanent magnet type employed, i.e. SmCo and ferrite, the very same tolerances
may lead to largely different variations of ±13% and ±20%, respectively, for the open
circuit voltage. Likewise, the same tolerances will result in open circuit core losses
ranging from approximately 75% to 170% of the nominal design values for the SmCo
magnet machine and from 65% to 200% for the machine with ferrite magnets.
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Chapter 4




In this chapter a two level surrogate assisted optimization algorithm is proposed
for electric machine design using 3D finite element analysis (FEA). The algorithm
achieves the optima with much fewer FEA evaluations than conventional methods.
It is composed of interior and exterior levels. The exploration is performed mainly
in the interior level which evaluates hundreds of designs employing affordable surro-
gate meta-models known as kriging models. Then, the most promising designs are
evaluated in the exterior loop with expensive 3D FEA models. The sample pool is
constructed in a self-adjustable and dynamic way. A hybrid stopping criterion is used
to avoid unnecessary expensive function evaluations.
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4.1 Introduction
Electric machine design requires an optimization algorithm to achieve the best
result. Conventional optimization algorithms often use thousands of design evalua-
tions. Hence, 3D FEA is not affordable. However, 2D models are not accurate for
machines with 3D flux paths, such as axial flux or transverse flux machines, or for
studying skew angle, overhang, or end coils. One solution is to use surrogate models,
although the accuracy of these can decline in a wide and nonlinear search space. An-
other solution utilizes algorithms with a minimum number of designs evaluations. A
combination of these two solutions is proposed here.
Currently, for the optimal design of electric machines, population based evolu-
tionary algorithms are widely used with the differential evolution (DE) method being
a typical choice [107, 108]. According to DE, following initialization of a random
population, offspring multiple successive generations are created by differential muta-
tion, an operation achieved by adding a scaled difference of two previous designs to a
third parent design. The resulting children will survive to the next generation if they
achieved improvement for all multi-objective performance indices considered as part of
the optimal design problem. Only a minimum number of control parameters, namely
the scaling factor and crossover probability, are considered in the DE algorithm and
the global optimum can be achieved regardless of the initial designs. Nevertheless,
a major disadvantage of conventional DE is that it requires the evaluation of a very
large number of generations and candidate designs, which for electrical machines are
typically based on computational expensive FE models [69, 109, 110]. For example, a
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previous optimal design problem with five independent variables employed more than
four thousand candidate designs [109], while using the novel algorithm proposed in
this chapter this number can be reduced by one order of magnitude, to only a few
hundreds.
Surrogate modeling is a suitable replacement for expensive measurements. The
response surface methodology (RSM) is a popular example of surrogate model appli-
cation in electric machine design; these mathematically estimate the performance of
a design, and can be classified into global or local meta-models. A global surrogate
model is a regression model built from a predetermined function, as is with RSM.
Local surrogate interpolations are obtained from spatial functions passing through
all sample points. The Guassian process, known as kriging, is an example of local
surrogate models where a greater weight is put on closer sampled data points [111].
Kriging models gained popularity in geostatistics [112] and proved to be a practical
estimation tool. Other fields, including electric machine design optimization, have
taken advantage of this method.
Kriging-based optimization has emerged in the design of electromagnetic devices,
and more recentely electric machines [113–116]. Further contributions are made by
a special two-level optimization algorithm which eliminates the estimation errors on
significant designs. The algorithm has a dynamic sample pool with self-adjusting
capabilities for problems with different levels of complexity, thus avoiding unnecessary
evaluations. The proposed algorithm particularly saves significant time for multi-
objective optimization problems, which have a higher level of complexity with several
objectives, such as losses, mass, cost, etc., to be simultaneously considered.
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4.2 Kriging Surrogate Modeling
Kriging is a local fitting model that, unlike other methods, does not use one
predetermined polynomial function to estimate every unsampled design. It has two
components: trend and residual. The benefits of kriging models rise from the residual
component that addresses the error between the actual data points and the general
trend. There are different types of kriging modeling methodologies mostly categorized
by the trend component [117]. The universal kriging model is the most complicated
and accurate, and is used here. The kriging estimation methods can be expressed as
Ŷ = X̂β + rTR−1(Y −Xβ) ; (4.1)
ri = exp[−Σkt=1θt|x̂t − xi,t|2] ; i, j = 1, ..., n, (4.2)
Ri,j = exp[−Σkt=1θt|xi,t − xj,t|2] ; i, j = 1, ..., n. (4.3)
where Ŷ is the unsampled design to be predicted, based on known sample designs, i.e.
X and Y ; β is the regression coefficients that can be obtained using methods such as
least squares; n is the number of sampled designs; and k the number of optmization
variables. Kriging weights, rT and R−1 are derived from a covariance function or
semivariogram and a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [118].
In order to assess the prediction accuracy of kriging models versus global surrogate
models, i.e., second order regression and Eureqa [119, 120], the magnet eddy losses
of an example axial flux machine was studied. Fifty designs were evaluated using
3D FEA. The RMS estimation error for 15 unsampled designs were compared to
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Table 4.1: The RMS estimation error of predictions made by 3 surrogate models, for
magnet eddy losses of an example AFPM machine.
Surrogate model 2nd order regression Eureqa kriging
RMS estimation error 48.5% 143.5% 13.5%
FEA calculations. As presented in Table 4.1, kriging estimations are more accurate
than the others. Henceforth, predictions made by the kriging surrogate model will
be referred to as inexpensive evaluations, and calculations made by the 3D FEA as
expensive evaluations.
4.3 Novel Optimization Algorithm
The proposed approach composes an exterior level evolutionary algorithm, re-
placing the mutation with an interior level complete DE optimization. After the
first generation of the main loop (exterior), parents are, in fact, estimated Pareto
(non-dominated) designs, hence, close to the actual Pareto front. The exterior loop
uses expensive function evaluations for the estimated Pareto designs to correct the
estimation errors made by the interior loop. The optimization algorithm flowchart is
given in Fig. 4.1 and explained as follows.
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Figure 4.1: The two-level optimization algorithm with an interior loop based on DE
and kriging surrogate models.
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4.3.1 Initial sample pool
To efficiently generate the sample pool, the number of designs and their locations
need to be considered. Larger number of samples is ideal; however, for each sample,
computational effort should be performed, so it is important to reduce the samples
through effectively locating them.
Sampling strategies can be categorized in two groups: (1) space filling metods for
exploration purposes, and (2) sequential infilling sampling that improves exploitation
[121]. In local surrogate model based optimization, infilling samples are very impor-
tant. In this algorithm, infilling is performed in two stages: in the initial sample
construction and after each generation. After generating the minimum sample size,
the performance of a limited number of unsampled designs, e.g. 10, is evaluated with
the kriging model as well as simulated with FEA and an estimation error is calcu-
lated. If the error is larger than a pre-set limit, e.g. %5, these designs are added to the
pool and a new batch of unsampled designs are evaluated. This process constantly
increases the sample pool size until satisfactory estimations are achieved for all test
designs. As each outer level generation ends, the sample pool size increases only in
the promising parts of the search space.
It should be mentioned that Design of Experiment (DOE) can be utilized as a
systematic approach to generate the initial sample pool. However, when the search
space is large, designs span over a wide range and nonlinearity is expected, so a higher
number of levels for acceptable resolution is required; hence, a large number of designs
are required by DOE to achieve reasonable resolution.
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4.3.2 Initial generation for each iteration of interior loop
The initial population of the interior DE optimization is the Pareto designs of
the latest sample pool. If the number of Pareto designs is more than the population
size, extra designs are randomly eliminated; if they are less, additional designs are
obtained using differential mutation.
4.3.3 Interior level
The interior level is a conventional DE optimization using inexpensive function
evaluations. The output of this block is an estimated Pareto.
4.3.4 3D FEA of promising designs
It is expected to have some estimation error for the inexpensive Pareto front.
To correct that, the Pareto designs are evaluated with 3D FEA and replaced with
estimations.
4.3.5 Stopping criterion:
Multi-objective optimizations usually set a maximum number of function eval-
uations or maximum number of generations as the termination criterion. For the
algorithms that converge to the optima very fast, this criterion can cause many dis-
pensable generations which is vital to avoid, in order to reduce expensive evaluations.
Here, a hybrid stopping criterion is used. Negligible improvement in the tips and the
middle point of the Pareto front, for a few consecutive generations, will satisfy the
third stopping criterion. Meeting any of these criteria, stops the algorithm.
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Table 4.2: The results of the optimization algorithm presented in Fig. 4.1 for the test
function (DTLZ2) with different number of objectives and variables. The results are
the average of 5 runs for each scenario.
Variables 4 8 12
Algorithm DE 2L SA DE 2L SA DE 2L SA
1 objective; the population size of each generation is 5
Generations 39.8 4 51 4 65.3 5
Func Evals 199 64 255 90 326.5 122.2
2 objectives; the population size of each generation is 10
Generations 46.4 4 70.2 7 4.3 84.8 5.8
Func Evals 464 170 702 384.7 848 429.4
3 objectives; the population size of each generation is 15
Generations 46.4 4 52.4 4 63.8 4
Func Evals 696 440 786 800 957 1060
4.4 Algorithm Implementation, Validation and De-
sign Examples
The proposed optimization algorithm is implemented and validated using the test
function DTLZ2 [122]. This function is capable of assessing the algorithm for prob-
lems with different levels of complexity, i.e., number of optimization variables and
objectives. DTLZ2 functions with 1-3 objective and 4-12 variables were studied. Ta-
ble 4.2 represents the average results of 5 runs for each scenario. Even for high number
of variables, the proposed algorithm outperforms the conventional. For very complex
problems with more than 3 objectives and 12 variables, the sample pool construc-
tion needs almost as many function calls as the total evaluations in conventional DE
algorithm. Hence, their performances are comparable.
Two implementations of the algorithm for axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM)
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Table 4.3: Optimization variables of the conventional machine.
Variable Unit Minimum Maximum
Air-gap mm 1.8 5.0
Magnet thickness mm 3.0 10.0
Tooth width / pitch 0.35 0.65
Pole arc / pitch 0.65 0.85
Statot yoke mm 9 18
Rotor yoke mm 5 11
Table 4.4: Optimization variables of the coreless machine.
Variable Unit Minimum Maximum
Air-gap mm 0.5 2.0
Magnet thickness mm 1.0 3.5
Pole arc / pitch 0.65 0.85
Rotor yoke mm 4.0 8.0
machines with different numbers of variables were also studied: a commercially avail-
able conventional AFPM motor with single-rotor single-stator topology [90], and a
multi-disc coreless machine with 2 stators [123]. The number of optimization vari-
ables are 4 and 6 for the coreless and conventional machines, respectively, represented
in Table 4.3 and 4.4. The minimization of two objectives is simultaneously considered
for the multi-objective design studies: active material mass and total losses at rated
operation. All designs are evaluated at the rated torque and speed.
The optimization progress and Pareto front obtained from the conventional multi-
objective DE (MODE) and the two-level surrogate assisted algorithm (2L SAMODE)
are shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. Darker colored designs evolved in more recent gener-





Figure 4.2: The optimization results for the commercial motor at the rated torque of 56
Nm, using (a) the conventional MODE, (b) the 2 level SAMODE, and (c) the Pareto fronts
obtained from the two algorithms. The darker colors in (a) and (b) represent the designs





Figure 4.3: The optimization results for a coreless AFPM motor at the rated torque of 28
Nm, using (a) the conventional MODE, (b) the 2 level SAMODE, and (c) the Pareto fronts
obtained from the two algorithms. The darker colors in (a) and (b) represent the designs
evolved in more recent generations.
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Figure 4.4: Employing the surrogate model is estimating designs in order to fill in
the gaps in Pareto front.
4.5 Comparing Optimization Results
Both MODE and 2L SAMODE have achieved relatively similar Pareto front, which
proves them to be the true Pareto front. In the coreless machine case, the MODE
algorithm has terminated prematurely and needs a more strict stopping criterion.
The reason can be explained by considering that total number of function calls in
two-level optimization is the sum of the interior loop (inexpensive) and the exterior
loop (expensive) function evaluations. This sum will be orders of magnitude more
than the conventional algorithm, which improves exploration and exploitation; hence,
it is likely that Pareto designs are achieved faster.
In case of the AFPM motor in Fig. 4.2c, the proposed 2L SAMODE achieves the
Pareto front with only 163 3D FEAs, while conventional MODE needs 886 FEAs.
For the coreless machine, Fig. 4.3c, the problem is less complicated, due to fewer
number of variables and eliminated possible saturation in teeth. The Pareto front is
obtained with 120 FEAs for 2L SAMODE, and 200 FEAs for MODE.
It is desired to include more designs in the Pareto front, in order to provide more
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alternatives in the design selection. The kriging model can be used to fill in the gaps.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.4, using the 2L SAMODE results in Fig. 4.2b. First,
the variables range is limited to the designs in the Pareto front. Then thousands of
designs within that range are estimated using the kriging model. Relatively accurate
estimations are expected, since the sample pool has a better resolution closer to the
Pareto. In case of MODE, to have a more complete Pareto front, the population of
each generation should be increased, which requires even more FEAs.
4.6 Reference Design and Search Space Specifica-
tion
The optimization algorithms with the ranges of design variables as wide as pos-
sible, need a large number of function evaluations in order to arrive at the final
solution. It is expected that by properly narrowing down the search space the algo-
rithm acquires the Pareto front quicker and this results into an ultra fast method. In
this section methods of narrowing down the search space are proposed and compared
with a reference approach which employs a broader search space. All the studied
methods for assigning the optimization search space are included in the flowchart of
Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Three different methods of specifying search space are illustrated in the
flowchart of the two-level kriging surrogate assisted optimization algorithm. The steps
in dashed boxes are specific for different search space assignment approaches.
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Defining the limits of optimization variables can greatly affect the speed of the
optimization algorithm and the final design. If the search space is as wide as possible,
a large number of designs would need to be evaluated, making the computation time
prohibitively large. On the other hand, with the design limits clustered in a small
area, the best trade-off of the objectives may not be achieved. Therefore, the proper
specification of the search space is crucial. In this section, three methods for defining
the search space are compared.
4.6.1 Broad search space specification
The first method (Broad SES) includes the widest possible ranges for variables'
limits. A thorough exploration which may ensure the global optimum result is
achieved at the cost of a large number of design evaluations.
4.6.2 Iterative search space specification
The second method (Iterative SES) is proposed to start with similar wide variable
ranges and progressively modify them based on the latest Pareto designs. Conse-
quently, the search space shrinks and the speed of the optimization improves. This
can be seen as a greedier method and may miss some of the Pareto front designs,
compared to the previous approach.
4.6.3 Biased search space specification
The third method (Biased SES) has narrower ranges for the variables, defining
these ranges by taking advantage of DOE outcomes. In contrast with commonly used
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approaches, the results from the DOE are used here for establishing a reference design
and the search space, as explained in the following.
The designs specified by the DOE, conducted over an initially large range, are
evaluated using 3D FEA, and in an example study in this section, the one with
the lowest loss is selected as the reference design. The sensitivity analysis for this
design is performed within a specified range, in this case, ±20% of its variables. As
the obtained optimization variable ranges depend on the selected reference design,
the search space is biased by its reference. This range is further modified based on
sensitivity analysis.
4.6.4 Example Study and the Biased Search Space Definition
In order to clarify the biased search space definition and example spoke-type axial
flux machine with 5 optimization variables, as shown in Fig. 4.6 and Table 4.5, are
considered. The 40 pole 48 slot spoke-type AFPM machine under study is to be
optimally designed with minimum active material cost and electromagnetic loss. The
optimization objective functions are defined for the total loss, Fl, and active material
cost, Fc:
Fl = WCu +Wc , (4.4)
Fc = mc +mpm + 3 ·mCu , (4.5)
where WCu, and Wc stand for the copper and core losses. PM eddy losses are not
significant as ferrite magnets are employed. The total mass of the stator and rotor
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Figure 4.6: The geometrical variables employed in design optimization.
Table 4.5: The optimization variables and their assigned limits.
Search space assignment method
Broad and initially
















[0.45 , 0.90] [0.78 , 0.90]
λ ODID [0.40 , 0.85] [0.42 , 0.75]
core are represented with mc, and the copper and magnet mass, with mCu and mpm,
respectively. The mass is calculated in kg and the steel cost per kg is considered as
the one-unit reference.
The results of sensitivity analysis for ±20% range, shown in Fig. 4.7 with dark
blue bars, indicate that reduction in some design variables (ksy and krl) and increase in
others (kpm, ksw,id, and λ) decrease the loss. The extended ranges for the variables are
defined based on these findings. For instance, the primary range for krl is 0.34-0.47,
and sensitivity analysis indicates that lower values result in smaller losses. In order
to investigate if further reduction in the value of krl is beneficial, an extended range is
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Figure 4.7: The sensitivity analysis within the range of ±20% of the reference design
variables, and within an extended range to examine the possibility of further reduction
in loss.
examined within 0.2-0.34. It is observed that the polarity of the regression coefficient
changes, as seen in Fig. 4.7, concluding that further reduction in krl increases the
losses, and hence, the variable is limited between 0.34-0.47. The ranges of other
variables to be used for the optimization study are established similarly (Table 4.5).
The steps above are exemplified for a spoke-type machine. The consideration of
mechanical constraints may also be incorporated in this process.
4.6.5 Comparing the Result of Different Search Space As-
signment Methods
The optimization study is conducted with the three discussed methods for defining
the search space. The Pareto front is obtained using each of these methods (Fig. 4.8).
The number of 3D FEA design evaluations for each of the methods is given (Table 4.6).
It may be noted that the initial design space for the Broad and Iterative methods are
identical, hence, both have an equal number of initial samples. The Biased method,
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Figure 4.8: The Pareto front designs obtained from the two-level surrogate assisted
optimization with three different methods for search space assignment. The reference
design is providing the per-unitization base.
Table 4.6: The number of 3D FEA design evaluations by the surrogate assisted opti-
mization.
Search space Number of FEA design evaluations
assignment Initial samples After initialization Total
Broad 110 70 180
Iterative 110 45 155
Biased 70 45 115
having a smaller design space, needs a smaller number of initial FEAs. It is observed
that, for the studied optimization problem of the spoke-type AFPM machine, the
total number of FEA evaluations is the least when the Biased design space is used.
It should be noted that the designs are evaluated using time consuming 3D FEAs
and therefore, even the smallest amount of reduction in the number of evaluations is
valuable.
The Broad SES assignment, identifies an extended Pareto front and provides var-
ious alternative optimum designs to choose between. The absolute limits of the
machine design, taking the problem constraints and ratings into account, can be
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identified using this wide design space, albeit at the cost of larger number of design
evaluations.
The Pareto front obtained from proposed Iterative method has fewer designs,
nonetheless, it can still provide several optimum options for the designer to select
among and it requires fewer FEA runs. The exploitation capability of the optimization
algorithm is improved at the cost of the exploration capability (Fig. 4.8).
The obtained Pareto front highly depends on the location of the search space,
which in the third method is biased by the reference design. The design with the least
loss from the DOE was selected as the initial reference design for this example, and
thus, the search space location is inclined toward the low-loss high-cost zone (Fig. 4.9).
On the other hand, if the reference design was a lower cost and higher loss machine,
the search space would be located differently and consequently the Pareto front would
yield a different set of optimum designs. Thus, the reference design may be selected
based on which of the considered objectives is more important. As a result of the
smaller search space, the number of FEA evaluations reduces, as presented in Table
4.6. Due to utilization of a surrogate assisted algorithm, the number of required FEA
design evaluation is much smaller than a conventional optimization which usually
needs thousands of design evaluations. However, as 3D models are employed, even
the smallest amount of reduction in number of analysis saves significant amount of
time.
In the example problem, although the emphasis was on obtaining a low loss ma-
chine, single-objective optimization was not recommended as cost was also an ob-
jective in the second place of priority. In such cases, employing the Biased SES is
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Figure 4.9: The search space defined with different methods, for the multi-objective
optimization of the spoke machine design. All the designs shown in the plot are
evaluated with 3D FEA. The reference design is providing the per-unitization base.
recommended as a specified location of the Pareto front is of more interest, resulting
in fewer 3D FEAs.
Figure 5.11 represents the distribution of variables for the Pareto front designs.
The ranges of the variables for the optimum designs obtained from the Broad SES
are the widest, while the Biased SES has tighter ranges. As the designs in the Biased
method are inclined toward higher efficiency, it can be deduced that for the studied
machine, within the constrained envelope and specified ratings, in order to achieve a
higher efficiency, thinner stator yoke and thicker magnets can be used. The rest of
the parameters need to be selected through optimization.
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Figure 4.10: The distribution of variables for the Pareto front designs obtained using
different search space assignments.
4.7 Summary
A two-level surrogate-assisted DE based optimization is proposed for use with
electric machine design problems with 3D FEA. The results show that the algorithm
outperforms conventional methods as it requires substantially fewer design evalua-
tions. The two-level evaluation of Pareto designs results in an efficient exploration
and exploitation approach so that the global optima can be located within the first
few generations, depending on the accuracy of the kriging model.
This algorithm, unlike most surrogate assisted optimizations, does not solely rely
on estimated values; it has a dynamic sample pool that stops increasing in size once
the estimation error is sufficiently small, and gradually improves the kriging model
resolution only around Pareto designs. These make it possible to achieve accurate
final results, avoid unnecessary expensive evaluations, and converge faster. The con-
structed kriging model can also be used for post processing purposes, such as de-
veloping a full Pareto front, and thereby allowing selection from a larger number of
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optimum designs. If the sample pool is large enough, any FEA calculation for fur-
ther purposes may become dispensable and replaced with the highly accurate kriging
surrogate model.
In addition, different methods for the search space definition in multi-objective
optimization are proposed and compared. One of these new methods progressively
narrows down the variable limits, enhancing the exploitation. The other approach
relies on novel applications of the DOE methodology and biases the search space def-
inition based on a reference design and sensitivity analysis. This is especially useful
when it is known beforehand which of the objectives is more important. Ultimately re-
sulting in a smaller design space, reducing the number of evaluations, thereby greatly





In this chapter two detailed example studies are included, both taking advantage of
the introduced optimization algorithm in the previous chapter. The first study is ded-
icated to optimally designing surface mounted AFPM machines for different slot/pole
combinations. The study is extensive and extracts the general design guidelines to
achieve the best machine performance and the best choice for the pole count. The
second study systematically compares two AFPM machine configurations: yokeless
and segmented armature (YASA) machine and more simple single-stator single-rotor
AFPM machine configuration. Both cases are representing a comparative and sys-
tematic design approach with outcomes that can be used for understanding the path
taken by the optimization algorithm toward the best design for given envelope size
and ratings.
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5.2 Systematic Exploration of the Effects of Pole
Count on Optimum Design of Ultra-high Effi-
ciency Fractional hp Axial Flux PM Machines
Optimizing the design of electric machines is a vital step in ensuring the economical
use of active materials. In addition to the time consuming 3D analyses and large
number of design evaluations required by general optimization algorithms, adding
the pole count as a variable to be assigned and also increasing the range of each
variable in order to have a more comprehensive search space, are all the reasons
necessitating the use of a more efficient algorithm in optimally designing the machine
is this case study.
The proposed algorithm in the previous chapter is employed to optimally design
an AFPM machine within a specified envelope, and to identify the limits of cost and
efficiency. In order to obtain these limits, the variables' ranges are assigned to be
as wide as possible, resulting in a vast design space, the study of which was enabled
by the developed special algorithm. Additionally, optimized designs with different
rotor polarities are systematically compared in order to form the basis for a set of
generalized design rules.
5.2.1 Problem Formulation for Analysis and Optimization
The design and optimization of axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) machines
are of great interest due to many of their advantages such as higher torque density
and efficiency. Their disc shape makes it practical to achieve designs with a larger
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diameter and a higher number of poles. The possibility to have a higher pole count
leads to potential performance improvements. Determining the number of rotor poles
and subsequently stator slots greatly impacts the outcomes of the electric machine
design optimization [124]. This section is a systematic investigation of those impacts
for a surface mounted AFPM machine.
Recently, the fractional slot concentrated winding (FSCW) has attracted attention
for its application in surface mounted PM machines [125–127]. Its main advantages
include shorter end coils, a simple structure, and improved fault tolerance. The use of
double layer FSCW, as opposed to its single layer counterpart, can mitigate the core
and PM losses. Also, in case of axial flux configurations, the double layer winding
can yield an increased active diameter within a constrained total diameter, due to
the reduction in coil thickness.
Studies on surface mounted PM machines (SPM) with a concentrated winding
provide the principles for selecting the best combinations for the number of slots
and poles. They propose a slot per pole per phase less than or equal to 0.5 [128],
Ns = Np ± 1 or Ns = Np ± 2 [129–132], and Ns > Np [133], where Ns and Nr are the
number of slots and poles, respectively. Based on the above guidelines, four slot/pole
combinations (12/10, 24/20, 36/30, 48/40) with a double layer concentrated winding
are selected.
The main shortcomings of the studies conducted on the effect of slot/pole combi-
nations is that they rely on simplistic assumptions, such as a constant yoke thickness,
and the use of analytical approaches and/or 2D models for machines with 3D flux
paths [126, 134–138], which results in comparing topologies that are not truly optimal
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designs for their pole count. This section addresses the issue by considering several
pole counts and optimally designing the machine for each case.
The axial flux machine under study is designed to produce the rated torque of
5.4 Nm at 1050 rpm. The optimization study is comprehensive and considers all
possible designs within the limitations of this problem, i.e. geometrical dimensions,
mechanical limits, etc., in order to reach the absolute limit of each objective function.
The envelope size, including axial length and total outer diameter are constant and
fixed at their maximum value while number of poles and other geometrical variables
are investigated to achieve the most favorable design. The optimal design problem is
elaborated in the following.
Objectives:
Considering that cost competitiveness and design efficiency are the most impor-
tant criteria from the perspective of manufacturers and customers, the optimization
objectives are considered to be the total loss and cost [139]. The two optimization
objective functions are defined for the total loss, Fl, and active material cost, Fc:
Fl = WCu +Wc +Wpm ,
Fc = mc + 3 ·mCu + 24 ·mpm ,
(5.1)
where WCu, Wc, and Wpm stand for the copper, stator core, and PM eddy losses.
The preliminary studies showed that the rotor core loss is a negligible portion of the
total loss in this study, and is therefore not considered in the analysis. The low rotor
core losses can be attributed to the relatively low fundamental frequency, as well as
reduced rotor core flux density harmonics due to application of surface mounted PMs.
The magnet losses can be reduced by segmentation.
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The total mass of the stator and rotor core are represented with mc, and the
copper and magnet mass, with mCu and mpm, respectively. The mass is calculated
in kg and the steel cost per kg is considered as the one-unit reference [140]. This
per-unitized method of defining the cost function makes the calculations independent
of the impact of using various vendors and currencies, while still including a correct
representation of the cost trends needed for design comparison.
It is expected that the best compromise design varies for different pole counts.
One of the goals of this study is to investigate those varying factors in order to
identify generalized rules for a suitable initial design of SPM machines with different
polarities.
Generally, as the number of poles and slots increases, the copper loss decreases,
due to the reduced end winding length. On the other hand, the increase in the fun-
damental frequency causes more core losses. Therefore, a pole count which achieves
a proper trade-off between copper and core losses, for a given application and dimen-
sional constraints exists, and should be identified.
Parametric 3D FEA Models:
The AFPM machines to be optimized are single stator single rotor configurations
with surface mounted Neodymium magnets and concentrated non-overlapping wind-
ings. The stator core is laminated. In order to include the effect of varying number of
poles, different optimization studies are conducted for four slot/pole combinations i.e.
12/10, 24/20, 36/30, and 48/40. The total axial height and the total outer diameter
including the end coils are kept the same in all the studied topologies. Figure 5.1
illustrates the 3D parametric model, exemplified for the 40 pole configuration. All of
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Figure 5.1: The geometrical independent variables included in the process of design
optimization. The variables are introduced to the algorithm as ratios.
the FEA results are obtained from time-transient 3D models with motion.
Optimization Variables:
The search space for the optimal design is assigned to be very large, i.e., the
ranges of the optimization variables are as wide as possible, with only geometrical
limitations taken into account, to include the absolute limits of the minimum cost and
loss achievable. Therefore, the variables are limited either to prevent the intersection
of various geometrical components or to address mechanical constraints such as the
minimum air-gap or yoke thickness.
Eight geometrical variables are selected as optimization variables, as illustrated
in Fig. 5.1 and Table 5.6. The flux lines distribution for the 40 pole topology, as an
instance, is presented in Fig. 5.2. The variables are defined as ratios to ensure their
independence. Only the air-gap is defined as an absolute value, in mm. The variables
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Table 5.1: Independent optimization variables and corresponding limits, exemplified
for the configuration with 40 poles.
Variable Description Min Max
g Air-gap [mm] 1.50 4.00
















koh over hang ratio =
(ODr−ODs)
(OD−ODs) -1.00 1.00








Figure 5.2: The 3D flux lines distribution of an exemplified design with 40 poles.
in the axial direction are divided by the total axial length, Lax. The slot depth is
calculated for a constant overall axial length.
The over–hang ratio, koh, is defined to take values between −1 and +1. The
positive values indicate over-hang, that is, the magnet radial length is greater than
the stator radial length with the same average radius. The negative values represent
under-hang, that is, the magnet radial length is less than the stator radial length with
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the same average radius. Taking over-hang into account, particularly in cost sensitive
designs, is helpful in potential PM volume reduction. It is ensured that all designs
produce the rated torque at the rated speed through a two-pass analysis. First the
design is analyzed using a preassigned current density. Then, based on the produced
torque and the required torque, the current density is adjusted and the design is
re-evaluated to ensure the rated torque is obtained.
Sensitivity Studies:
The effects of the optimization variables on the performance of the designs with
different number of poles are investigated by studying regression coefficients, which
are obtained by conducting a design of experiments study. Negative and positive
regression coefficients indicate that the absolute value of the response reduces and
increases, respectively, upon increase in the corresponding factor. The larger the
magnitude of the regression coefficients, the more influential the factor.
The influence of variations in the optimization variables on dc copper loss, stator
core loss, and cost function are illustrated in (Fig. 5.3, Fig. 5.22b, and Fig. 5.5). The
magnet loss comprises a smaller fraction of the total losses. In the case of the specific
ratings and envelope constraints in this study, it may be observed from these figures
that the general trend is that the copper losses increase upon increasing the air-gap
(g), and split ratio (kds). On the other hand, by increasing magnet thickness (kpm),
slot width (ksw) and pole arc (kp), the copper loss reduces. This is attributed to the
higher magnetic loading achieved by an increase in these parameters, and therefore,
a lower current density can be employed to produce the rated torque. The rotor yoke
(kry) appears to be influential only in case of the machine with the lowest pole count,
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Figure 5.3: The effects of optimization variables on dc copper loss of designs with
different pole count, represented by per-unitized regression coefficients.
which may be owing to its higher saturation, considering the larger pole pitch.
It is observed that the degree of the impacts varies for different pole counts. With
fixed axial length, the increase in yoke thickness can be achieved by reducing the
slot depth. This may alter the leakage pattern and/or the harmonic spectrum and
hence core losses in a non-straightforward way. Figure 5.5 shows that the effect of
overhang ratio (koh) is more considerable in cost function and more so in case of the
machines with lower number of poles. This design of experiments based study shows
that the selected studied variables have significant effects on objectives. Therefore,
the optimization is performed with all eight discussed variables.
5.2.2 Optimization Results and Discussion
The two-level surrogate assisted optimization is performed on the AFPM machines
with different number of poles. For all cases, the population size is set at ten designs
per generation. The number of generations is dynamic and not fixed; the optimization
terminates once further improvement is not achieved. The number of total FEA runs
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Figure 5.4: The effects of optimization variables on core loss of designs with different
pole count, represented by per-unitized regression coefficients.
Figure 5.5: The effects of optimization variables on cost function of designs with
different pole count, represented by per-unitized regression coefficients.
is also variable because it depends on factors such as the acceptable sample pool
resolution, the number of generations, and the number of new proposed promising
designs in each generation. The number of generations, FE models, and krigign
surrogate model design evaluations for each optimization set-up is provided in Table
5.2.
As expected, because each generation includes hundreds of design candidates eval-
uated with ultra-fast kriging meta models, even the total number of generations is
much lower than for typical DE optimization algorithms, resulting in a substantial
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Table 5.2: Number of generations, FE models, and kriging surrogate models for each
optimization study.
Poles 40 30 20 10
Generations 5 7 5 9
FE models 211 207 164 300
Kriging models 3130 3120 2040 5640
Figure 5.6: All designs evaluated in 3D FEA for the 30 pole configuration and the
Pareto optimal designs represented by filled circles.
reduction of the computational effort. Only a relatively low number of 3D FE models
are employed, each solved with the ANSYS/Maxwell software in approx. 30 minutes
on a desktop PC workstation with 10 cores, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2687W v3
@ 3.10 GHz, and much faster on HPC systems with large scale parallel processing
capabilities. As an example for the 30 pole machine, Fig. 5.6 includes all the 207
candidates evaluated with 3D FEA and for clarity does not include the results for the
3120 Kriging models.
5.2.3 Optimal Design Selection
The final product of a multi-objective optimization, after reaching termination
criteria, is a set of non-dominated designs, referred to as Pareto optimal designs. A
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design is Pareto optimal if there exists no other feasible design within the defined
search space which would imrpove one objective without concurrently worsening at
least one other objective [141]. Mathematically, designs variables' vector
−→
x∗ is called
a Pareto optimal design, if no other vector x exists that satisfies both the following
conditions [142]:
fj(
−→x ) ≤ fj(
−→
x∗) for all j ∈ (1, 2, ...,m) ;
fj(
−→x ) < fj(
−→
x∗) for at least one j ∈ (1, 2, ...,m).
(5.2)
where f represents the objective function and m is the number of objective functions,
for this study m = 2. An example Pareto front obtained for the 30 pole topology
and 2 objectives of this study is plotted in Fig. 5.6. The Pareto designs closer to the
knee region of the Pareto front provide a trade-off between the two objectives while
the designs further away from the knee point represent the superiority of one of the
objectives over the other.
The final design should be selected among the Pareto front optimal designs. This
can be done by approaches such as ranking and rating the alternatives, deviding the
Pareto front solutions into clusters of preferences, defining a weighted metric, pseudo-
weighted vectors, reference point method, or filtering the Pareto front designs through
additional constraints such as robustness [143–147]. While these help with narrowing
down the choices, they may not result in one single final selection unless the process
is iteratively repeated until only one solution is left. The existing methods may also
add difficulties in convergence of the optimization results [144, 146]. In this section,
a systematic solution is proposed which may quantify the preferences and facilitate
final design selection.
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The relation between the two objectives can be captured by fitting a curve on the




+ c , (5.3)
where f̂1 and f̂2 are the two objective functions on the fitted curve (loss and cost,
respectively, in this study), and constants a, b, and c are positive values that can be
assigned based on the exact shape of the obtained Pareto front.
The final design selection can be performed by quantifying the superiority of
objectives over one another. This quantification can be expressed by a factor T ; any
percentage-wise further improvement in one objective should cause less than T times












Equation (5.4) in combination with (5.3) can be solved for f̂t1 and f̂t2 that are the
the objective values of the desired design. The closest design on Pareto to (f̂t1 , f̂t2)
can be selected as the final design.
The knee point can be defined as the point where T = 1. This means any
percentage-wise improvement in one of the objectives results into the exact amount of
percentage-wise deterioration in the other, and is therefore representative of a best-
compromise design. The calculated knee point is marked with a star in Fig. 5.7.
Two other examples, prioritizing loss and cost, are also included and marked. In one
example, with T = 0.2, further percentage-wise reduction of loss will cause at least 5
times (1/0.2 = 5) more percentage-wise increase in cost. As another example, where
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Figure 5.7: The fitted curve on the Pareto front and the calculated knee point, based
on (5.4), marked with the red star symbol (F). The point T = 0.2 is where further
reduction in loss causes at least 5 ( 1
0.2
= 5) times more increase in the cost. The point
T = 5 is where further reduction of cost causes at least 5 times more increase in loss.
T = 5, further reduction in cost leads to at least 5 times more increase in the loss.
5.2.4 Identification of Trends
The representative optimum design for each pole count is selected to be on the knee
point of the Pareto front, marked with a star in Fig. 5.8. The breakdown of active
material mass, cost, and loss for these designs is shown in Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.9.
Table 5.3 also includes the global performance parameters, i.e., power density, torque
density, and goodness defined as Nm per loss unit, in order to provide comparison
indices with other designs.
It is observed that for the optimum design with a lower number of poles and slots,
the copper and steel mass increase. The PM mass is affected by several variables
including the split ratio, overhang, PM thickness, and PM arc ratio and it comprises
a smaller portion of the total mass.
It is also seen that copper losses of the knee point design reduce initially upon
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Figure 5.8: Pareto fronts obtained for the machines with different pole count, em-
ploying 3D FEA models. A representative design of each topology is marked with a
star symbol (F). The per-unit system is based on the representative design with the
highest efficiency which is the 20 pole topology marked with a red star symbol (F).
Table 5.3: The per-unit value of representative optimum designs for different pole
counts. The total mass, cost, and loss of the selected 20 pole design represent the
base.




Copper 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.22
Steel 0.58 0.60 0.74 0.94
PM 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05




Copper 0.20 0.24 0.29 0.29
Steel 0.26 0.26 0.33 0.41
PM 0.29 0.26 0.38 0.50




Copper 0.71 0.67 0.49 0.75
Core 0.63 0.43 0.37 0.22
PM 0.03 0.07 0.14 0.17
Total 1.36 1.17 1.00 1.14
Emag. efficiency [%] 92.7 93.7 94.6 93.9
Power density [W/kg] 217.5 205.5 165.4 136.8
Torque density [Nm/kg] 2.0 1.9 1.5 1.2
Goodness [Nm/
√
W ] 0.79 0.86 0.93 0.87
increasing pole count, and then increase. This trend may in part be explained by con-





Figure 5.9: The mass, cost, and loss components of the design on the knee point
of the Pareto front obtained from the optimization studies with different number of
poles.
while the current density reduces. The minimum copper loss is obtained for the de-
sign with 20 poles, given the specifications and ratings of this study. The core loss is




Figure 5.10: Flux density distribution in magnets of the optimum designs with (a)
40, (b) 30, (c) 20, and (d) 10 poles at the rated load. Note that the color scale is
identical and ranges from 0.2 T to 1.5 T.
Table 5.4: Minimum flux density within Neodymium magnets of the optimum designs
selected on the knee of the Pareto front.
Number of poles 40 30 20 10
Open-circuit [T] 0.57 0.45 0.39 0.30
Load 1 pu [T] 0.57 0.45 0.39 0.28
Load 2 pu [T] 0.57 0.41 0.36 0.20
reduced electrical frequency. The magnet loss increases for lower pole counts; mag-
net segmentation is not considered in the optimization process, therefore lower pole
counts with larger pieces of magnets may increase the magnet eddy current losses.
Magnet segmentation would affect the cost function which adds to the complications
of setting up a systematic optimization algorithm. It also should be noted that, com-
pared to the other two loss components, magnet loss is a smaller portion of the total
losses.
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In order to evaluate the PM demagnetization situation, the minimum flux density
within the entire PM space is recorded and presented in Table 5.4. The evaluations are
carried for open-circuit, rated and double the rated load. The flux density distribution
at the rated operating condition is illustrated in Fig. 5.10. The optimization results
suggest thicker magnets for the designs with higher pole count. Therefore, the lowest
flux density of 0.3 T is observed in case of the machine with the lowest pole count
and thinner magnets which have a lower permeance coefficient. The magnets of the
machine with 40 poles have minimum flux density of 0.57 T. The demagnetization
curve of employed Neodymium PM exhibits a knee at about 0.35 T for 75°C. The
results show that for this design problem, optimum designs with higher pole count
have a lower risk of demagnetization.
5.2.5 Characteristics of Optimum Designs
The box plot in Fig. 5.11 illustrates the distribution of variables for designs
on the Pareto fronts. This plot can be used to identify certain characteristics of
optimum designs as discussed in the following. The PM thickness of the optimal
designs located on the Pareto front tends towards their smaller values and more so
for lower pole counts. Generally, the PM arc ratios are larger for the lower pole counts.
This implies that when the number of poles is lower, a design with thinner PMs and
larger pole arc to pole pitch ratio will be more beneficial. The optimization algorithm
reduces the thickness of the PMs with wider arcs that may result in reduction of the
PM volume and eddy losses. The stator yoke in optimum designs is generally larger
for topologies with lower pole counts. This can be to reduce the flux density in the
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of the design variables for the Pareto front designs obtained
with different pole counts.
yoke and hence core loss.
The split ratio of the Pareto front designs is generally inclined toward their greater
value and more so for higher pole and slot counts. A larger split ratio reduces the
active material weight and cost and provides a larger tooth width in the inner di-
ameter, mitigating the risk of saturation. The increased number of slots necessitates
larger split ratio for core loss reduction.
To examine the extreme Pareto designs which are located on the tips of the Pareto
front, the 30 pole topology is exemplified because of its extended and asymptotic
Pareto front. The Pareto front is divided into three zones shown in Fig. 5.12.
The division of Pareto designs into three zones is conducted using the factor T ,
as explained by (5.4). Zone 1 is selected to be where further reduction of loss causes
at least 5 times more increase in cost which corresponds to T < 0.2. Zone 3 is where
further reduction in cost leads to at least 5 times more increase in loss, corresponding
to T > 5. Zone 2 includes the Pareto designs in between. Therefore, designs in zone
1 and 3 are optimized with an emphasis on minimizing the loss and cost, respectively,
while the designs in zone 2 display a preference of balance between the two objectives.
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Figure 5.12: Pareto front obtained for the machine with 30 poles, divided into three
zones, the vertical section (zone 1) where further reduction in loss requires at least
5 times more increase in cost, the knee in the middle (zone 2), and the horizontal
section (zone 3) where further reduction in cost requires at least 5 times more increase
in loss.
Figure 5.13: Distribution of the design variables at different zones of the Pareto front
for the topology with 30 poles. This topology is selected due to the its extended
asymptotic Pareto front on both sides, illustrated in Fig. 5.12.
Based on Fig. 5.13, the high efficiency designs in zone 1 have a thinner yoke and
a larger air-gap. However, the use of more magnet material results in costly designs.
More efficient designs also have wider slots, smaller current density and copper loss.
The less expensive, albeit less efficient, designs in zone 3 are achieved by reducing the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.14: The optimum designs obtained for the configuration with 30 poles. (a)
The design with minimum loss on the Pareto front, (b) the design with minimum cost
on the Pareto front, (c) the design on the knee of the Pareto front with a trade-off
between cost and loss.
PM thickness, the PM arc, and the overhang ratio, and also by increasing the split
ratio.
Extreme cases of designs, with the lowest loss and with the lowest cost, along with
the knee designs that achieves trade-off between loss and cost are presented in Fig.
5.14. The design with the least loss in Fig. 5.14a has thick PMs and a thin yoke
such that the cost is mostly associated with the PMs at about 78% of the total cost.
Copper and core losses are both equal, at about 17 W. The design in Fig. 5.14b has
the minimum cost and employs very thin PMs and a very thick yoke. The copper
loss accounts for most of the total loss with 134 W out of 140 W, while the cost is
distributed evenly among the materials. The results illustrate that the designs in the
knee zone, i.e. the best trade-off region, have balanced cost and loss components, a
characteristic typically associated with robust optimal designs.
5.2.6 Prototyping and Experimental Validation
All the designs evaluated for the four slot/pole combinations along with the Pareto
front obtained are represented in Fig. 5.15. A lower loss design can be obtained from
the 20 pole configuration, while a less expensive design can be achieved with 30 or 40
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Figure 5.15: The overall Pareto front (filled markers) and all of the evaluated designs
(hollow markers). The prototyped design is selected to have a high efficiency, marked
with a star symbol (F).
poles. A machine with 20 poles and 24 slots which achieves the ultra high efficiency
in excess of 94% is selected for prototyping and marked with a star in Fig. 5.15. The
manufactured prototype is presented in Fig. 5.16.
The estimated performance using the 3D FEA model is verified with measurements
and represented in Table 5.5 [2]. The spinning loss includes mechanical losses, such
as friction and windage, stator core losses, and PM losses. The calculated efficiency
uses copper and core losses obtained from the FEA and 6 W mechanical losses. The
results for the measurements and the FEA are in agreement and serve as the basis
for the satisfactory validation of the study.
The performance of the motor is investigated at different speed and torque values.
The efficiency map is measured and plotted in Fig. 5.17. The calculated efficiency
map within the same speed and torque range matches satisfactorily with the mea-
surements. The performance of the machine at the rated torque and speed is marked.
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Table 5.5: The experimental and calculated results for the ultra high efficiency axial
flux SPM machine rated at 0.75 hp. The calculated value of the efficiency uses 3D
FEA results and a 6 W mechanical loss component.
Calculated Measured
Torque Constant [Nm/A] 1.4 1.4
Phase resistance [Ω] 0.39 0.37
Conductor loss [W] 17.4 15.3
Core loss [W] 10.9 —
Mechanical loss [W] 6 —
Spinning loss [W] — 17.3
Total loss [W] 34.3 32.6
Efficiency [%] 94.5 94.3
(a) (b)
Figure 5.16: The ultra high efficiency AFPM machine, rated for 5.4 Nm at 1050
rpm, selected for prototyping based on the comprehensive optimization study with
3D FEA models. (a) The stator with a core OD of approx. 170 mm and (b) the
assembled motor.
5.3 Systematic Optimization and Comparison of
Single-sided and Double-sided AFPM Machines
The disc shape of axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) machines have opened up
many configuration possibilities including yokeless and segmented armature (YASA).
The YASA machine can be regarded as a next generation Torus type AFPM machine
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Figure 5.17: The measured efficiency map of the prototyped machine. The perfor-
mance of the machine at its rated torque and speed is marked with a star symbol
(F).
[148, 149] that combines winding arrangments of the NN and NS type Torus machines.
The YASA structure has been proposed for traction application [7] and gained at-
tention due to its high torque density and the segmented stator teeth structure that
facilitates higher slot fill factor.
The mechanical challenges of the YASA topology remain its major drawbacks and
are twofold. Firstly, if the segmented stator sections are to be made of laminated steel
and stacked radially, they should increase in circumferential width from the inner to
the outer radius. That is, to carry the axially directed flux, each single lamination
must be differently shaped. This can be addressed by methods such as punching
reduced width laminations, or using soft magnetic composite (SMC) materials [150–
152]. The second drawback is the difficulty of holding the individual stator segments
in place while maintaining a balanced air-gap [153]. This can be resolved by utilizing
annular plates containing openings the same size as the shoe of the stator segments
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[152], or by incorporating ring holders [151].
A comparative study conducted on transverse flux, radial flux, and YASA ma-
chines with identical dimensions and the same PM mass concluded that the trans-
verse flux topology performs better when a low speed, a high torque, and small electric
loadings are desired. However, in case of limited axial lengths, YASA is found to be
superior [154]. In another study, YASA, single sided, and TORUS machines were com-
pared [155], showing that the torque density (Nm/m3) of YASA is higher than the
others at the rated specifications of an electric vehicle. These studies have compared
the performance of the YASA machine with other axial and radial flux machines.
However, optimal designs have not been considered, which may make the outcomes
of such comparisons debatable. In this regard, this section presents a systematic
comparison for an example traction application of the two machine structures shown
in Fig. 5.18.
Optimization studies for both machines are performed to simultaneously achieve
the objectives of minimum active material mass and minimum electromagnetic loss,
including the stator core loss and the dc copper loss. The optimization algorithm
capable of handling 3D FEAs is proposed in the previous chapter. A comparative
study is conducted for the optimum designs located on the Pareto front.
5.3.1 Analytical Evaluation
In order to clarify the general differences in electromagnetic performance of the
YASA and single sided machine, three machine designs are considered in this section:




Figure 5.18: The 3D parametric models of the two AFPM machines under study: (a)
single–stator single–rotor, and (b) YASA with two rotors.
the YASA machine (S1M), and 3) a single sided machine with the same total magnet
volume as the YASA structure (S2M). The parametric models are presented in Fig.
5.19.
The electromagnetic torque of an AFPM machine with a pure q-axis current ex-






λdiq ; λd = λmo − Le · iq , (5.5)
where p is the number of poles; λd, the d-axis flux linkage; λmo, the open circuit flux
produced by the magnets; and Le is an equivalent inductance to capture the drop in
d-axis flux linkage due to the q-axis current [156]. Figure 5.20 plots λd versus iq. It
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.19: The 3D FEA parametric model of three topologies considered for pre-
liminary evaluations; (a) the YASA structure, (b) the single sided machine with half
the total magnet volume as the YASA (S1M), and (c) the single sided machine with
the same total magnet volume as the YASA (S2M).
Figure 5.20: D-axis flux linkage at different q-axis currents, per-unitized based on λd
of the YASA machine at open-circuit. The reduction in λd due to iq is considerably
higher for the single sided machines due to greater saturation.





Le has a larger value for machines with a higher saturation level, as shown in
Figs. 5.21a and 5.21b, resulting in a sharper decline in the d-axis flux in the load




Figure 5.21: Flux density distribution with pure q-axis excitation for (a) the YASA
machine, and (b) the S1M machine, at the current density of 25 A/mm2. The stator
teeth and rotor core operate in saturation, which explains the reduction in d-axis flux
at high q-axis currents.”











where kw1 is the fundamental winding factor; Nt, the number of turns per phase;
kvg, the ratio between the amplitude of the fundamental wave and the average value
of the air-gap flux density; Bgo, the peak value of the open-circuit flux density; τp,
the pole pitch; LFe, the inner diameter subtracted from the outer diameter in case
of an axial air-gap machine; Br, the remanence of the magnets; Lpm, the magnet
thickness in the direction of magnetization; αi, the pole–arc to pole–pitch ratio; g,
the air-gap length; kc, Carter’s coefficient; µmr, the relative permeability of the PM;
kso, the d-axis saturation factor in the open-circuit operation; and kσ is the leakage
coefficient.
Based on (5.7), for an unsaturated machine with negligible leakage and fringing
(kσ, kc, and kso=1), λmo is proportional to the ratio of the total magnet thickness
to the total electromagnetic air-gap, i.e. Lpm
µmr·g+Lpm . The S1M machine has half the
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air-gap and half the magnet thickness of the YASA machine, while the S2M machine
has half the mechanical air-gap of the YASA for the same overall magnet thickness.
Therefore, Lpm
µmr·g+Lpm is identical for S1M and YASA, while it is higher for S2M. This
leads to a higher λmo for S2M and comparable values for YASA and S1M, as observed
in Fig. 5.20 (λd at iq = 0).
Another phenomenon affecting torque production, particularly at higher currents,
is the armature reaction which strongly influences the displacement power factor. The











where m is the number of phases, and ksd the saturation coefficient with values larger
than 1 for higher saturation levels. A larger electromagnetic air-gap results in a
lower inductance, and thus a smaller armature reaction and a higher power factor.
Therefore, the armature reaction effect would be lowest in case of the YASA machine
and highest for the S1M. This is to the YASA’s advantage, particularly at higher
loadings.
A common argument is that the eliminated stator yoke in the YASA machine
provides extra space for the stator and copper, resulting in a higher torque within the
same volume. Nevertheless, not all of this space can be used by copper since some
room must be provided for the second rotor disc. However, such an argument may be
more credible in cases where the stator employs a thicker yoke for mechanical and/or
electromagnetic reasons. sided machine necessitate a thick stator yoke.
The torque production principles can also be explained with shear stress and the
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air-gap surface area [110]. The electromagnetic torque of any electric machine can be
defined as the product of the electromagnetic force, F , and the radius:
Te = Fr ; F = σaa ; σ = BA , (5.9)
where r is the radius; σ, the electromagnetic air-gap shear stress; aa, the air-gap area;
B, the magnetic loading; and A, the electric loading defined as the ampere-turns per
unit of periphery. Although in the YASA configuration aa is twice that of the single
sided AFPM machine, A and consequently F for each air-gap is reduced by half.
Therefore, doubling the air-gap surface area in the YASA structure does not double
the torque.
5.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis
The primary intent of the sensitivity analysis in this case is to study the impact
of the loadings on the performance indices. To perform a systematic study, the per-
formance indices (responses) and their corresponding variables (factors) are selected.
Then, several designs are selected employing the design of experiments methodology.
The responses selected are the electromagnetic torque, the stator core losses, and the
displacement power factor. For each response, 7 variables are selected, including: the
current density, J ; the stator yoke to the total axial length ratio, ksy; the rotor yoke
to the total axial length ratio, kry; the magnet thickness to the total axial length
ratio, kpm; the slot depth to the total axial length ratio, ksd; and the split ratio de-
fined as the inner to the outer diameter ratio. Figure 5.22 represents the results,
where positive values indicate a proportional increase in the response when the factor
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is increased, while negative values represent a proportional decrease. Larger values
indicate a stronger sensitivity.
The sensitivity is conducted for machines with both ferrite and Neodymium mag-
nets. The magnet volume is identical in all cases. Some considerable outcomes of the
sensitivity analysis, demonstrated in Fig. 5.22, are as follows:
1) An increase in the ampere-turns improves the electromagnetic torque more signif-
icantly in the YASA compared to the single sided machine, which is due to to the
YASA’s lower armature reaction.
2) The stator and rotor yoke thicknesses have negligible effects, indicating that the
yokes are not saturated within the studied range.
3) In case of an increased slot depth, the improvement in torque production is con-
siderable only in the YASA machine. This can be attributed to the increased flux
leakage in the single sided machines with deeper slots.
4) Due to the larger volume of the stator core in the single sided machines and the
larger armature reaction, the effect of the current on core loss is higher.
5) The reduction in the displacement power factor due to the increased current den-
sity is more significant for the single sided machine. This is due to smaller armature
reaction of the YASA machine.
6) Higher magnetic loading causes less reduction in the displacement power factor
at overload operation. This is in line with expectations, due to the smaller per unit





Figure 5.22: The sensitivity analysis of the (a) electromagnetic torque, (b) stator
core loss, and (c) power factor for single sided and YASA topologies. The horizontal
dashed lines distinguish the insignificant factors with maximum effect being less than
5% variation in the response, within the studied range.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.23: The torque production of YASA, S1M and S2M topologies (a) with
ferrite magnets, and (b) with Neodymium magnets.
5.3.3 Overload Capability
The torque production and loss of the machines are evaluated at a range of mag-
netic and electric loadings using 3D FEAs. Figure 5.23 represent the torque at dif-
ferent currents with ferrite and rare earth magnets. The torque produced by S1M
at higher currents declines very quickly because of saturation at very high loads.
S2M remains slightly better than YASA for a wider range until YASA produces more
torque, at very high loadings.
The torque-ampere turn characteristics of the single sided machine, start to bend
at smaller currents as compared with the YASA. This indicates that the saturation of
stator core of single sided machine happens at smaller currents. Therefore, the d-axis
flux linkage declines more, shown in Fig. 5.20. The lower saturation of the YASA




Figure 5.24: Flux density distribution at high magnetic and electric loading, current
density of 25 A/mm2 with Neodymium magnets. Figure (d) and (c) are similar except
for an additional air-gap in the latter.
5.3.4 Design Topologies and Optimization Setup
The study reported here includes two AFPM machines, namely, a surface mounted
(SPM) single sided 1–stator 1–rotor machine, shown in Fig. 5.18a, and a YASA
machine configuration, represented in Fig. 5.18b. The motors are optimally designed
for application in formula student design competition cars by the society of automotive
engineers (SAE). Both machines have ratings of 70 Nm at 6500 rpm. The reference
single sided AFPM machine has been manufactured and presented in Fig. 5.25. The
test results as shown in Fig. 5.26 present a good agreement between the 3D FEA and
measurements, which attests to the accuracy of calculations.
In the optimization study, the current density is varied from design to design such




Figure 5.25: The reference AFPM motor employed for the base design and experi-
mental validation: (a) the test set-up, (b) the stator, (c) the oil cooling jacket.
Figure 5.26: The experimental validation of the FEA simulations.
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Table 5.6: Independent optimization variables and their corresponding limits.
Variable Description Min Max
Lax Total axial length [mm] 25.0 40.0
















koh over hang ratio =
(ODr−ODs)
(OD−ODs) -1.00 1.00








concentrated winding and surface mounted magnets. The use of open slots and the
application of bobbin wound coils result into the same high fill factor for the single
sided machine as the YASA.
The motors are optimized employing accurate 3D FEA models for design evalua-
tions. The objectives are to minimize active material mass and the electromagnetic
loss, including the stator core loss and the dc copper loss. The winding and PM eddy
current losses are estimated for the selected optimum designs.
The optimization process takes 8 variables for the single sided topology and 7
for the YASA, which features one less due to the absence of the stator yoke. The
independent optimization variables are listed in Table 5.6.
The diameter being the most influential design variable, the optimization is con-
ducted for two constraint diameters. The outer diameter is fixed at 200 mm and
300 mm for two sets of studies. This incorporates the effect of the motor’s physical
dimensions on the best choice. The non-dominated or Pareto front optimum designs
are obtained and plotted (Fig. 5.27). Elaborated comparative discussions in the
following sections are based on the optimal designs on the Pareto front.
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5.3.5 Pareto front designs
The optimum designs from Fig. 5.27 produce the same rated torque, therefore a
design with higher active material mass has lower specific torque (Nm/kg). It can
be observed that for the designs with electromagnetic efficiency greater than about
98%, the YASA topology has a higher specific torque compared to the single sided
one. On the other hand, this high efficiency zone of the design space includes heavier
machines. In applications where the mass is a vital concern, the right side of the plots
in Fig. 5.27 would be more of interest. In this case, the single sided machine has
slightly higher specific torque. Based on these results, it may be noted that generally
claiming higher specific torque for the YASA topology does not hold true, as it is the
case only for very low loss designs.
For both the envelope dimensions studied, i.e. OD of 200 mm and 300 mm, the
comparative performance represents a similar trend: for a mass sensitive application,
the single sided topology may be at an advantage. On the other hand, if very efficient
designs are of interest, higher specific torque can be gained by employing the YASA
topology. The machines designed at a larger diameter constraint, can achieve even
larger efficiency, albeit at the cost of increased mass.
The detailed distribution of optimization variables for the designs on the Pareto
front is provided in Fig. 5.28. Some of the observations specific to this study are
that the optimally designed YASA compared to single sided machines tend toward
larger split ratios and slot widths. This may be explained by considering that the





Figure 5.27: The Pareto fronts for the topologies optimally designed for different





Figure 5.28: The distribution of variables for optimum designs with total outer di-
ameter of (a) 200 mm, (b) 300 mm.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.29: The slot width and depth variation of Pareto front designs of (a) the
single sided and (b) the YASA machine.
higher flux density in the stator may be permissible, and thus, the machine can afford
thinner teeth and therefore larger slot widths and split ratios.
In order to derive more general design guidelines and establish the limitations
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of the two topologies, the geometrical variables of the obtained Pareto designs are
carefully investigated. For instance, the slot width and depth of the YASA machines
were found to be larger than for the single sided ones, as shown in Fig. 5.29. A larger
slot depth in the case of the single sided machine may not be beneficial as this also
increases the leakage, more significantly than in the YASA machine. Considering the
slope of the trend lines in Fig. 5.29, it can be inferred that lower loss and higher mass
designs on the Pareto front generally have deeper slots and reduced slot width.
The performance of the evaluated designs in the optimization are later investigated
in three most frequent operating points. These points include the rated condition (70
Nm at 6500 rpm) which the optimization was performed at, as well as 14 Nm and 35
Nm. Then each objective function for each design is calculated based on a weighted
sum of that objective value in the three operating points. The weights are assigned
according to an estimated operation duration. It was observed that the selected
designs remain very close to the Pareto front.
5.3.6 Mass components breakdown
The breakdown of mass components for designs on the Pareto front is shown in Fig.
5.30. The copper mass required for optimum designs of the YASA machine is larger
than for the single sided machine throughout the whole Pareto front. The magnet
mass required for the optimum YASA design is also larger, except in designs with low
total losses. The stator core mass of the YASA is smaller due to the elimination of




Figure 5.30: The breakdown of mass components for the Pareto front designs of the
topologies studied for an outer diameter of 200 mm. Similar trends were observed for
the machines designed for the larger envelope with an outer diameter of 300mm.
5.3.7 Loss components breakdown
The breakdown of loss components for designs on the Pareto front is presented
in Fig. 5.31. It is observed that the copper loss is dominant in the case of both
topologies with the ratings and envelope size under study. The copper loss of the
optimally designed YASA machines is higher than that of the single sided ones, except
for the very heavy and high efficiency designs. The stator core loss of the single sided
topology is larger than the YASA for all the designs on the Pareto front.
Two machines with similar mass and efficiency are selected in order to compare
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.31: The breakdown of loss components for Pareto front designs of the topolo-
gies studied for an outer diameter of 200 mm. Similar trends were observed for the
machines designed for the larger envelope with an outer diameter of 300mm.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.32: Distribution of eddy current losses in the magnets of (a) the selected
YASA optimal design and (b) the selected single-sided AFPM machine optimal design.
their PM and winding eddy current losses, and also obtain their efficiency map. Eddy
current losses are not considered in the optimization in order to accelerate the 3D
design evaluation process. These losses are assessed for the two selected optimal
designs as follows.
The topology under study employs sintered Neodymium magnets. Magnet eddy
current loss calculation with 3D time-transient FEA for the selected optimally de-
signed YASA and single-sided machines are shown in Fig. 5.32. Should only one
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magnet per pole be used in the rotor, the eddy-current losses would be extremely
high at 1kW for the selected single sided topology and about twice that for the se-
lected YASA topology. In the practical design each pole is segmented in 8 magnet
pieces, resulting in a drastic reduction of losses. Including the magnet loss results in
95.6% and 93.9% electromagnetic efficiency for the single sided and YASA machines,
respectively.
The reasons for larger PM loss for the YASA machine topology include, thinner
magnets that reduce the permeance coefficient and also doubled magnet surface area
facing the air-gap that is more exposed to the flux density harmonics. These show
that for this design problem, magnet segmentation or other magnet loss reduction
methods need to be taken into account, particularly for the YASA machine.
The winding eddy current losses for the two selected optimum designs at rated
operating conditions are calculated using 2D FEA. The calculations are conducted
for scenarios with different numbers of turns, all with AWG 12, and shown in Fig.
5.33. The current density is readjusted for the rated torque. Example FEA results
for the selected YASA machine is presented in Fig. 5.34 and 5.35 which include the
flux lines and the distribution of total winding losses.
The winding eddy current losses for the two machines are very close to each other
except for the case with highest number of turns where the magnet passing eddy
current losses are significant. This is mainly due to the larger slot depth for the
YASA machine specified by the optimization algorithm. With identical conductors
and number of turns, for the YASA machine with larger slot depth the conductors are
located further away from the magnets, reducing flux density variation in conductors
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Figure 5.33: The additional winding losses due to eddy currents at rated load for the
selected single sided and YASA optimum designs.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.34: Distribution of eddy current losses in the winding with 20 turns per
coil of (a) the selected YASA optimal design and (b) the selected single sided AFPM
machine optimal design.
and hence mitigating the losses. It is expected that with identical slot depth, the
YASA machine has larger winding eddy current losses as it features two air-gaps.
5.3.8 Efficiency Maps
The efficiency maps for the selected optimum designs are calculated with 3D FEA
and shown in Fig. 5.36. High efficiency performance is consistent at wider speed
range as well. In order to simplify the comparison of the two efficiency maps a third
plot is obtained by subtracting them, presented in Fig. 5.36c. The positive values
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.35: Distribution of eddy current losses in the winding with 11 turns per
coil of (a) the selected YASA optimal design and (b) the selected single sided AFPM
machine optimal design.
of this plot indicates higher efficiency of the single sided machine while the negative
values show a higher efficiency for the YASA topology.
It can be seen that for the two selected designs, assuming identical cooling meth-
ods, the single–stator single–rotor machine performs favorably at higher torque and
lower speed operating points where the copper loss is more significant. Therefore, it
may perform better for driving cycles with more torque requirement while the YASA
machine is better for traction motors with higher speed and lower torque require-
ments.
5.4 Summary
Two example case studies of employing the two-level surrogate assisted optimiza-
tion algorithm employing 3D FEA for the systematic and accurate design and com-
parative investigation of AFPM machines are presented. The following is summary





Figure 5.36: The electromagnetic efficiency maps calculated by 3D FEA for the two
representative designs with similar mass and loss: (a) single sided design, (b) the
YASA design, and (c) the difference between efficiency maps of the two designs (the
efficiency of the YASA machine subtracted from the single sided).
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Outcomes of the Systematic Study of the Effects of Pole Count on Optimally De-
signed AFPM Machines:
The absolute performance limits that can be achieved by fractional horse power
AFPM machines with surface magnets within a given envelope are explored. This
necessitates the study of a large number of designs spanning a wide design space, and
having different slot-pole combinations, and the problem is further complicated due
to the three-dimensional nature of the machine geometry. In this regard, the new
two-level surrogate assisted multi-objective optimization algorithm is utilized. In
addition, a systematic method for selecting the optimum designs for multi-objective
optimization problems is proposed.
Approximately horizontal and vertical lines obtained on the extremes of the Pareto
front indicate that within the geometrical limitations further improvement in effi-
ciency and cost is not probable. The results confirmed that the designs with the best
trade-off between the two objectives of loss and mass split the core and copper losses
nearly equally.
The combined Pareto front with pole counts ranging from 10 to 40 illustrates
that the highest efficiency is obtained for designs employing 20 poles. An ultra high
efficiency axial flux SPM design with 20 poles rated for 0.75 hp is prototyped, demon-
strating a measured efficiency of 94.3%.
Furthermore, the effect of the pole count on the optimum design variables is ex-
amined to find a relative trend. For instance, it is observed that thinner PMs with a
larger pole arc to pole pitch ratio are generally more beneficial for lower pole counts.
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Within the studied frame size and ratings, a bigger air-gap, a thinner yoke, and a
larger slot width result in more efficient, albeit more expensive, designs. Learning
such trends can serve as a basis for developing generalized design rules and as a ref-
erence for the preliminary stages of the optimum design process, ultimately making
the optimization results more accurate as well as computationally affordable.
Outcomes of the Systematic Optimization and Comparison of Single-sided and Double-
sided AFPM Machines:
This section systematically compared two axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM)
machines designed for a university student racing car application: a double–rotor
single–stator yokeless and segmented armature (YASA) structure, and a single–stator
single–rotor configuration. Both machines were optimized for minimum loss and
active weight using 3D finite element analysis and the highest performing candidate
designs are compared in more detail. The studies indicate that the benefits offered
by the YASA configuration over the single–stator single–rotor machine are achieved
only for specific designs that are heavier. For the design space with lower mass, albeit
with increased losses, the Pareto front designs overlap which shows the performance
of the two machines is very close to each other.
For identical heat transfer capabilities, reflected in the same temperature rises for
the stators and rotors, respectively, the very high efficiency YASA designs are lighter
than their single sided counterparts of comparable torque and loss performance. On
the other hand, single sided machines may be preferable for applications in which
lower mass is of the essence, at the inevitable expense of increased electromagnetic
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losses.
Within the entire design space considered, the optimally designed YASA machines
require heavier copper windings and rotor cores, and lower stator core mass, as com-
pared with the single–stator single–rotor machines. The YASA machines also require
increasingly more magnet mass within the design space region with higher loss and
lower mass. Lower core loss and higher copper loss are noted for the YASA optimal
designs over the entire design space. The winding eddy current losses are comparable
for the two machine configurations, while the YASA machines have higher magnet
eddy current losses.
The preferred axial flux PM motor topology may depend on the torque and speed
driving cycle requirements. The efficiency maps of two representative designs with
comparable loss and mass show that, at the operating points with higher torque and
lower speed, the single sided machine exhibits a higher efficiency, while for higher




In this chapter, the conclusions and contributions resulted from this disserta-
tion are summarized. Future research is recommended in order to facilitate further
progress on the same topics as the ones included in this work.
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
In chapter 2, a new hybrid analytical-FEA method for calculating ac eddy current
losses in electrical machine windings has been proposed. It is shown that the previ-
ously existing analytical and hybrid methods significantly overestimate these losses
while the numerical methods are either also overestimating (detailed 2D FEA) or
unpractical due to the lengthy calculations time (detailed 3D FEA). The proposed
approach brings a major improvement upon more conventional FEA based hybrid
methods by considering the variation of the flux density in a 3D dimension, using
only a general 3D FEA where the windings are modeled as a crude one-turn coil.
This achieves a trade-off between speed and precision, making it suitable for differ-
ent stages of the design process of an electrical machine. The developed analytical
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equation has minimum simplifying assumptions and is taking other complicating as-
pects of winding eddy current loss calculation into account, such as the potential
variations in the eddy current path and the eddy current at the end turns. Should
the time consuming detailed 3D FEA with meticulous wire-by-wire model be used,
recommendations for effective reduction in the mesh size, and consequently compu-
tational time, is proposed. In the same chapter, an approach for the measurement
of ac winding loss is proposed and conducted for an open slot AFPM machine. The
measurements are in close agreement with the results from 3D FEA. Other matters
discussed include the selection of the number of turns and the comparison of circular
and square conductors.
Chapter 3 appropriates DOE and RSM principles in two different machine design
related perspectives. The first one is a more typical method to achieve optimum
design with evaluating only a certain and minimum number of specified designs. The
second study is innovativly using outcomes of RSM studies and extensive sensitivity
analysis to trace down manufacturing tolerances and out of specification properties
of fabricated machines.
In the first study of chapter 3, a coreless and a conventional AFPM machine
are comparatively and optimally designed for the same application in a solar car.
It is observed that for the space constraints under study and for a given cooling
system, the torque generation by both machine types is limited, and this torque
limit for conventional machine is at a higher value. Therefore, the coreless machines
may be more suitable for use in a two-wheel drive version, at the cost of slightly
reduced efficiency, and larger overall mass as compared with single wheel drives.
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Conventional AFPM topology could be used more efficiently with one driving wheel.
Weight advantages obtained by the coreless design my assist in mass distribution,
which is particularly important for in-wheel application.
The second study in chapter 3 is devoted to a new systematic method aimed
at quantifying the effect of tolerances on PM synchronous machine performance and
identifying possible non-compliant dimensional variables and material characteristics.
The method is greatly using DOE, RSM, and sensitivity analysis. While the method
itself is generally applicable in scope, it is also shown that, as the electromagnetic
loading greatly affects the sensitivity of the test outputs to tolerances, the careful
consideration of the individual machine topology is required as part of the studies,
limiting the simple generalization of quantitative conclusions.
One of the main contributions of this dissertation is included in chapter 4, which
proposes a two-level surrogate-assisted DE based optimization for use with 3D FEA.
This method employs kriging surrogate models in combination with FEA, reducing
the number of overall finite element design evaluations. Two example machine design
problems are shown, one conventional and the other coreless AFPM machines. The
exmaple machines are optimally designed with conventional DE and proposed algo-
rithm. The results are very similar Pareto fronts, which attest to the effectiveness
of the proposed approach. It is also observed that the algorithm outperforms con-
ventional methods as it is computationally less expensive and requires substantially
fewer design evaluations. The constructed kriging model can also be used for post
processing purposes. This is an additional benefit of the surrogate-assisted algorithm
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which is not present in conventional approaches. This chapter also dives into propos-
ing and comparing methods of defining the search space. One of these new methods
progressively narrows down the variable limits, enhancing the exploitation. The other
approach relies on novel applications of the DOE methodology and biases the search
space definition based on a reference design and sensitivity analysis. This is espe-
cially useful when it is known beforehand which of the objectives is more important.
Ultimately resulting in a smaller design space, reducing the number of evaluations,
thereby greatly improving the speed of the optimization.
After proposing the two-level surrogate-assisted optimization method in the previ-
ous chapter, extensive and elaborated electric machine design optimization problems
are included in chapter 5 to showcase the full advantages of the new method.
The absolute performance limits that can be achieved by fractional horse power
AFPM machines with surface magnets within a given envelope are explored. This
necessitates the study of a large number of designs spanning over a wide search space,
and having different slot-pole combinations. The problem is further complicated due
to the three-dimensional nature of the AFPM machine geometry. Approximately
horizontal and vertical lines obtained on the extremes of the Pareto front indicate
that within the geometrical limitations further improvement in efficiency and cost is
not probable. The results confirmed that the designs with the best trade-off between
the two objectives of loss and mass split the core and copper losses nearly equally.
The combined Pareto front with pole counts ranging from 10 to 40 illustrates that the
highest efficiency is obtained for designs employing 20 poles. An ultra high efficiency
axial flux SPM design with 20 poles rated for 0.75 hp is prototyped, demonstrating
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a measured ultra-high efficiency of 94.3%. It is observed that thinner PMs with a
larger pole arc to pole pitch ratio are generally more beneficial for lower pole counts.
Within the studied frame size and ratings, a bigger air-gap, a thinner yoke, and a
larger slot width result in more efficient, albeit more expensive, designs. Learning
such trends can serve as a basis for developing generalized design rules and as a
reference for the preliminary stages of the optimum design process. In addition, a
systematic method for selecting the optimum designs of a multi-objective optimization
problem is proposed. With respect to this, a factor is introduced that quantifies the
trade-off between counteracting objectives, ultimately making the post-processing of
a multi-objective optimization problem more systematic.
Another benchmark study compares two optimally designed axial flux permanent
magnet (AFPM) machines: a YASA and a single sided configuration. The differ-
ence in properties of these two machines is highly three-dimensional. For instance,
increased stator teeth flux density in inner diameter is more tolerable for the YASA
machine as it has generally lower core losses. Therefore, a fair comparison not only
needs to be conducted for optimal designs, but also the optimization needs to em-
ploy 3D models. This is achieved through the proposed algorithm. The comparison
indicates that the benefits offered by the YASA configuration over the single-sided
machine are achieved only for specific designs that are heavier. For the design space
with lower mass, albeit with increased losses, the Pareto front designs overlap which
shows the performance of the two machines is very close to each other. Within the
entire design space considered, the optimally designed YASA machines require heav-
ier copper windings and rotor cores, and lower stator core mass, as compared with
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the single-sided AFPM machines. The YASA machines also require increasingly more
magnet mass within the design space region with higher loss and lower mass. Lower
core loss and higher copper loss are noted for the YASA optimal designs over the entire
design space. Efficiency maps comparison attests that at the operating points with
higher torque and lower speed, the single sided machine exhibits a higher efficiency,
while for higher speed and lower torque, the YASA design is more efficient.
6.2 Original Contributions
The main contributions of this dissertation can best be summarized as follows:
1. A comparison between various existing methods for estimating winding eddy
current losses is conducted. It is shown that faster approximate methods over-
estimate the losses. Several recommendations for reducing the computational
effort of the most accurate and the most expensive eddy current loss evaluation
approach, i.e. 3D FEA with a detailed wire-by-wire model, are proposed. The
study includes two case study machines known for their high winding ac losses:
a PM machine with open slots and a coreless design. (chapter 2)
2. A hybrid analytical/numerical method for estimation of winding eddy current
losses taking 3D effects into account is proposed. The target outcome is to
obtain a method applicable in the optimization process which has a balance
between accuracy and computational time. Such a method is developed and
presented with multiple example studies. (chapter 2)
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3. Utilization of DOE and RSM methodologies for systematic electric machine de-
sign purposes is elaborated. Then, the information provided by DOE, RSM, and
sensitivity analysis is innovatory used to narrow down the out of specification
causes and manufacturing tolerances. (chapter 3)
4. Developments on AFPM coreless machine design for traction application are
presented. These studies include comparison of pros and cons of using a core-
less AFPM design versus a conventional AFPM machine for in-wheel traction
application, recommendations for the best practices of employing a coreless
machine, a proposed method to overcome the challenges of a small inductance
and limited constant power speed range, and a proposed method for accurate
winding factor calculation of coreless machines. (chapter 3)
5. A Two-level surrogate assisted optimization algorithm is introduced that re-
quires one order of magnitude less number of design evaluations through FEA.
This enables application of time consuming 3D FEA models in optimization
algorithm and hence established a well-grounded design method for machine
topologies that otherwise were not confidently designed at their highest poten-
tial performance. (chapter 4)
6. Three methods for assigning the limits of the optimization variables are pro-
posed and investigated. These include: assigning the broadest possible ranges,
starting with very wide ranges and later iteratively redefine and narrow them
down as the optimization progresses, and assigning the range biased by a ref-
erence design and sensitivity analysis. The Broad search space results into
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more options on the Pareto front while the Biased search space results in faster
optimization. (chapter 4)
7. Systematically exploring the limits of efficiency and cost of a fractional hp
AFPM machine by exploring a very large search space. Asymptotic horizontal
and vertical lines obtained on two ends of the Pareto front represent that further
improvement within the constraints of the design problem is not possible. The
best compromise design achieves at a pole count with the best balance between
loss components. In the same study, the best practices of assigning design vari-
ables for machines with different number of poles is introduced. Through the
application of the proposed design method, an ultra-high efficiency fractional
hp AFPM machine is prototyped and tested. (chapter 5)
8. The guidelines for selecting the best single-stator AFPM machine topology with
one or two rotor discs is established. The study is comprehensive and systematic
and includes only the optimized machines. The design spaces where single rotor
AFPM or double rotor YASA machine outperforms the other are identified. In
the same study, an approach for selecting a design among the Pareto front
designs is proposed by introducing a factor to quantify the improvement and
deterioration of objectives relative to each other. With this method the designer
can specify how much deterioration in one objective can be afforded in return
for improvement in the other. If all optimization objectives are equally desired,
the knee point of the Pareto front can be mathematically calculated. (chapter
5)
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6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
Based on the results of this dissertation and earlier research conducted by others,
possible further research may include the following:
1. The outcomes of a systematic optimization process, such as the ones included
in chapter 5, are not limited to the optimized design. Additionally, it provides
information that can be utilized as guidelines for best practices in designing
the machine. Such insights can help with a very good initial design and further
increase the speed of optimization. As a next step of this work, similar guidelines
can be obtained for less mature machine topologies, for example vernier type
or MAGNUS, claw pole, switched reluctance, transverse flux, spherical, PCB
stators, and PM machines combining radial and axial air-gap structure, etc.
Most of these machine structures are high 3D and hence can benefit from the
proposed optimization algorithm.
2. Electric machines working based on flux modulation principles, referred to as
MAGNUS or vernier type, have been studied relatively more in their radial form
than axial. A systematic comparison of the Pareto front designs for radial and
axial MAGNUS machines with different envelope dimensions can be performed
to highlight their strengths and weaknesses against each other. Such compar-
isons for usual radial and axial flux PM machines conducted in the past, have
successfully enlightened the path ahead and therefore can prove beneficial for
the MAGNUS type counterpart.
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3. Coreless AFPM machines with printed circuit board (PCB) stators are promis-
ing alternatives with very compact and light structure. These machines have
very thin conductor cross sections that increases the mesh size. With the use of
the proposed optimization algorithm, coreless AFPM machines can be designed
optimally and to their highest potential.
4. The machines with PCB stators can have high winding ac losses if not designed
properly or the loss estimation method is not accurate. Through the windig
loss calculation method proposed in this dissertation, such loss components can
be studied to improve upon the performance of PCB stators. Another step, in
the same line, can be to optimally design the copper trace of PCB for minimum
loss or incorporate flexible PCBs and try innovative uncommon layouts.
5. The proposed machine design optimization algorithm may be even more im-
proved upon via several techniques:
 The initial sample pool construction is already randomized to enable appli-
cation for design problems with many variables. However, this can be done
with systematic approaches such as design of experiments (DOE), which
is also discussed. It is predicted that DOE would require a large sample
pool size when the design problem has many variables. The practically of
using DOE for the best number of variables can be tested.
 As the proposed method facilitates study of large design problems, multi-
physics optimization can be performed which includes simultaneous elec-
tromagnetic, thermal, and mechanical performance estimation.
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 The algorithm can become more hybrid by calculating some components of
fitness functions using analytical methods, some with 2D FEA, some with
3D FEA, and the rest with kriging surrogate model. The suitable approach
can be decided based on the level of non-linearity of the component.
 An accurate surrogate model can replace any further FEA calculation,
either for optimization or other purposes. Different surrogate models and
the ways the improve their estimation can lead into an approach that
replaces and eliminates the need for FEA calculations.
 Some other potential studies and extensions of the optimization algorithm
include examination of a constrained optimization problem as opposed to
an unconstrained one where the same constraints are defined as fitness
functions to be minimized or maximized, also adding noise to variables to
identify the robust designs and penalty the rest.
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